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Graphene, a two-dimensional material consisting of carbon atoms 
arranged in a honeycomb lattice, has become famous for the evi-
dence that its electronic structure approximately corresponds to the 
one of massless Dirac fermions.
However, in order to correctly describe graphene, the spin, which 
plays an essential role in the physics of Dirac fermions, has to be 
replaced by the so-called pseudospin, an intrinsic property of the 
honeycomb lattice which is not related to the electrons’ real spin. If 
the real spin is considered, too, the effective Hamiltonian has to be 
extended by terms which have no equivalents in the original Dirac 
Hamiltonian.
While charge transport properties can be predicted from Dirac phys-
ics very reliably, the extended Hamiltonian leads to new phenomena 
in the context of spin transport. In this thesis two distinct topics are 
investigated theoretically. The presented results are mainly based on 
numerical simulations using a recursive Green’s function algorithm. 
The first part of this thesis covers spin relaxation in graphene. Dif-
ferent sources of spin relaxation are investigated with a particular 
focus on the role of locally varying spin-orbit coupling and  adatoms.
The second part covers edge magnetism in graphene zigzag nano-
ribbons. It is shown how magnetic clusters form even in the presence 
of a potential which is not homogeneous in space. Different signa-
tures of zigzag edge magnetization in charge and spin transport are 
presented.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Spintronics
In this thesis, we will treat topics which can be attributed to the field of spintronics: the
study of charge and spin distributions and their corresponding currents in mesoscopic
systems: an important tool to obtain an understanding of quantum phenomena and
useful for information storage and processing.
The beginning of spintronics is dated to the discovery of the giant magnetoresistive
effect (GMR) in 1988 [1, 2]. It consists of the dependence of the resistivity of a multi-
layer semiconductor systems on the electron’s spin. Soon, it came widely used for data
read-out in computer hard discs which brought spintronics to our living rooms [3].
From a technical perspective, there exist great expectations for spintronic devices.
They are expected to show a large number of advantages: “nonvolatility, increased data
processing speed, decreased electric power consumption, and increased integration
densities compared with conventional semiconductor devices” [4]. So far, the GMR
and the closely related tunneling magnetoresistive effect [5, 6, 7] are the only available
spintronics applications in our daily lifes.
In particular, spin based information processing in logical circuits still seems a
long way off. Three obstacles have to be overcome for this goal. First, spins have
to be injected and detected at a high reliability. Second, the spin orientation shall
be controllable. Third, optimal materials for those purposes have to be found. For
technological usability the solution to these three points has to be found for room
temperature and only partial success has been achieved until now.
The three obstacles are following a hierarchy as a successful spin injection and
detection must be achieved first in order to tackle the other problems. Nowadays,
optical methods of spin injection and detection are known and used in experiments
[8, 9, 10, 11] but the demand of uniform and integrated spintronics devices requires
all-electronic injection and detection of spins. This is already available for metals
since the mid 1980’s thanks to proposals from Johnson and Silsbee [12, 13]. Materials
considered nowadays, e. g. semiconductors, often have a lower conductivity as the
injection electrode. This conductivity mismatch is a serious problem since, instead of
diffusing into the transport channels, injected electrons get directly reflected back into
the ferromagnetic contact.
This issue was not solved before, in 2001, Fert and Jaffres suggested to separate
the magnetic injection electrode from the semiconductor by a thin tunnel barrier
[14]. Successful spin injection was demonstrated shortly afterwards in Groningen
opening the route for systems that permit “the study of spin transport phenomena,
such as controlled spin precession in solid state devices and the control of spin-polarized
currents at room temperature by additional ferromagnetic contacts” [15].
1
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Apparently, the first hurdle has been taken and this, consequently, allows for an
all-electric study of methods to control spin injection. We list interesting proposals
and realizations of this second issue.
In very clean semiconductor heterostructures the Rashba effect [16] can be used to
rotate spins by an amount proportional to an externally applied electric field. This
is the basis for Datta-Das spin field-effect transistor (FET) [17]. Using spin rotation
from an externally applied electric field to switch conductance in “Control of Spin
Precession in a Spin-Injected Field Effect Transistor” has been demonstrated in high-
mobility InAs structures [18]. However, the demands for clean structures are very
strict.
Similarly, spins can be rotated by an external magnetic field. This so-called spin
Hanle effect was first proposed by Johnson and Silsbee [12, 13] and, for the first time,
successfully utilized in Groningen after their successful injection and detection of spins
in metallic spin valves [19].
A shortcoming of the Datta-Das spin FET is encountered in non-ballistic systems
where the randomization of the electron’s momentum leads to a randomization of the
spin precession axis. To avoid this problem, Schliemann et al. suggested to choose
a system with not only Rashba spin-orbit coupling (SOC) but also Dresselhaus SOC
present [20]. When the corresponding interaction strengths, α and β differ, spins
get randomized, the transistor is in the “off state”. Switching to the “on state” is
performed by applying an external electric field in a way that α = β. Notably, the “on
state” is characterized by a persistent spin helix, a particular spin rotation pattern
where the orientation only depends on the position of the electron along the transport
direction not on the exact path [21, 22].
Further selected examples are “Spin-Transistor Action via Tunable Landau-Zener
Transitions” [23] and “Spin Transistor Action from Hidden Onsager Reciprocity” [24].
Betthausen at al. [23] showed that they could switch between “on” and “off” states by
applying a magnetic field to a diluted magnetic semiconductor quantum well covered
by an array of ferromagnetic stripes. In the presence of the magnetic field, spin evolu-
tion is no longer adiabatic and, hence, allows for spin flip scattering which translates
into an increased resistance, the “off state”.
Adagideli et al. [24] could show that a position dependent SOC can be described as
an effective magnetic field in a spin-less description by applying an appropriate SU(2)
gauge transformation. Then, due to Onsager relations [25, 26], spin conductance
vanishes, the transistor is in the “off state”. Switching to the “on state” is done
by either breaking time reversal symmetry by applying a true magnetic field or by
adding a third lead. These three proposals have their robustness against disorder as
a common advantage in comparison to the original spin FET proposal by Datta and
Das [17]. They are, however, only a small selection of the available proposals.
The third issue, judging on a material’s suitability as a spintronic base material,
can be addressed with the presented methods. In particular, Hanle measurements can
help deciding on that question as the detected spin signal is directly influenced by the
spin relaxation time τS , which is a quantity to estimate how fast spin information gets
lost. For technical applications a large τS is desired. Fundamental research addresses
the question what is causing spin relaxation in a given material and how fast this
happens. With respect to investigations on controlling spin orientations, also, long
2
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spin relaxation times are desired to discriminate intrinsically and extrinsically induced
spin-flip. This is where graphene enters stage as a possible candidate.
1.2. Graphene
Graphene is a carbon allotrope formed by atoms which are arranged in a honeycomb
lattice. The first description of its electronic properties dates back to 1947 [27]. In
1984, Semenoff suggested that graphene mimics the physics of two-dimensional mass-
less Dirac fermions with a reduced speed of light [28]. This resemblance discriminates
graphene from other two-dimensional electron system. It could, however, not be ver-
ified before graphene became available for experiments in 2004 [29]. Most prominent
features of the Dirac nature of electrons in graphene, which have been observed ex-
perimentally, are the half-integer quantum hall effect [29, 30] and Klein tunneling [31].
The latter one is the result of the strong coupling between spin and orbital degree
of freedom. In the effective Dirac Hamiltonian for graphene the real spin is replaced
by the so-called pseudospin, a property of electrons in graphene defined by its lattice
structure. The formal equivalence between electrons in graphene and massless Dirac
fermions is, however, destroyed when we also consider the real spin of the electrons
in graphene. An effective description of electrons in graphene contains orbital, pseu-
dospin and real spin degrees of freedom. Their interplay will be the main purpose of
this work.
Intrinsically, the electrons’ spins are only weakly coupled to other degrees of freedom
in graphene due to the absence of a nuclear spin in the majority of the carbon cores.1
This makes graphene a very promising candidate for spintronics applications and,
moreover, keeps the formerly mentioned resemblance to Dirac fermions intact. We will
consider two examples in this thesis of the occurrence of strong spin-orbit coupling
and other spin-dependent terms in the electronic Hamiltonian of graphene, namely
the presence of adsorbed adatoms, and the so-called zigzag edge magnetism.
The presence of adatoms is hardly avoidable in the state-of-the-art manufacturing
processes of graphene. Since graphene consists basically only of surface, there is no
bulk, far away from the influence of surface effects, which could lead to undisturbed
electron transport. This makes graphene much more sensitive to surface disturbances
than extended materials. We will show that already a small concentration of hydrogen
adatoms turns graphene into a material not suited for spintronics because spins get
relaxed quickly by strong, randomized magnetic moments around resonant scatterers
[33]. Similar effects can be expected for other adatoms or defects in the graphene
lattice [34]. On the other hand, without adatoms and defects, there is no reason to
disapprove graphene for spin transport.
Along the edges of graphene nanostructures, under certain circumstances, magnetic
moments can form, too, which we summarize under the term zigzag edge magnetism
[35]. They are the result of electron-electron interactions considered in mean-field
approximation. No experimental evidence for that exists so far, also because the
1Carbon materials from natural sources consist of mainly two carbon isotopes. More than 99% is
made up from 12C, which does not have a nuclear spin. The remaining < 1% is 13C with a finite
nuclear spin [32].
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effect is believed to be destroyed by disorder. We will investigate transport in the
disordered graphene nanostructures and show that, indeed, edge magnetism exists in
disordered graphene nanostructures and it induces spin conductance obeying universal
predictions. Moreover, we propose a new method to use zigzag edge magnetism for
creating a finite spin conductance.
1.3. Outline
This thesis is structured in three parts.
We begin with an introductory part consisting of chapters 2 and 3. In chapter 2 we
present the general framework of mesoscopic two-dimensional physics and sketch the
computational methods used within this thesis.
Chapter 3 is an overview over the physics of electrons in graphene. Therein, we
present the widely used single-band single-electron tight-binding Hamiltonian. We do
not restrict ourselves to the spin-less Hamiltonian but introduce the spin-dependent
terms arising in the description of graphene. The chapter ends with a short illustrative
example of both the transport formalism and the graphene physics, the spin-dependent
Klein tunneling [36].
The second part treats spin relaxation in graphene. It aims at the revelation of
the dominant spin relaxation mechanism. To this end we dedicate chapter 5 to the
presentation of the Dyakonov-Perel and the Elliot-Yafet mechanism. These important
mechanisms are usually held responsible for spin relaxation in mesoscopic quantum
transport. After introducing their modes of action we present numerical calculations
and compare them to analytic predictions.
The focus of chapter 6 is spin relaxation due to spin-orbit coupling strength fluctuat-
ing in space. The underlying mechanism is conventionally called Sherman mechanism
[37] and it is considered a good candidate to explain the high spin relaxation rate in
graphene [38, 39]. This model is combined with the short-range spin-orbit disorder
originally proposed by Castro-Neto and Guinea [40] to derive an expected spin relax-
ation length. Again, we compare the analytical predictions to numerical calculations
and, furthermore, use them to investigate parameter ranges not accessible analytically.
The model of fluctuating spin-orbit coupling used in chapter 6 is contrasted with
an atomistic description of graphene in the presence of adatoms within an extended
tight-binding model in chapter 7. In this chapter we extend the tight-binding model
for electrons in graphene presented in chapter 3. Again, these adatoms lead to a spin-
orbit coupling field [41, 42, 43, 33] which is investigated with respect to its influence on
spin relaxation. Due to the extension of the tight-binding model resonant scattering is
now included, too. Additionally and in contrast to the chapters 5 and 6, the extended
tight-binding model contains local spin-splitting due to magnetization [33]. We show
that this is by far more efficient in relaxing spins than spin-orbit coupling and much
lower adatom concentrations are needed to obtain spin relaxation rates comparable to
the experimental findings than in the pure spin-orbit coupling case.
The third part contains a closer look at magnetism in graphene. We investigate the
intrinsic magnetization of the zigzag edge which is predicted from various calculations
that take into account electron-electron interactions.
4
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To this end we present the theoretical basis of the zigzag edge magnetism and per-
form calculation within a mean-field Hubbard Hamiltonian in chapter 9. In contrast
to the existing literature we include changes of the local potential and perform a thor-
ough investigation of the spin density in that case which allows to define an effective
spin-dependent potential landscape. As the full self-consistent mean-field calculation
is computationally demanding we use the insights of our investigations to justify a phe-
nomenological model which assumes the formation of clusters of magnetic moments
close to where charge neutrality lines coincide with zigzag edges.
The phenomenological model is used for transport calculations which are presented
in chapter 10. We focus on transport in the localized regime close to the Fermi level
since this is where we expect (see chapter 9) the magnetic edge to alter transport
efficiently. To compensate for the shortcomings of the phenomenological model we
study universal transport properties and the potential to create a spin-polarized cur-
rents with respect to relative orientations of the magnetic clusters. Those might be
completely uncorrelated or collinear along the edges.
Finally we summarize and conclude in chapter 11.
5

2. Mesoscopic transport
The physical systems treated in this work are based on graphene which is a very good
candidate for studies in the field of two-dimensional mesoscopic physics. While the
field of mesoscopic and low-dimensional physics arose in the 1980s by the emerging
possibility to fabricate small conductors, graphene did not become available until
2004 [29]. Its popularity quickly increased turning it to a widely used system for the
understanding of mesoscopic phenomena.
To set the framework we are working in, it is necessary to give a brief review about
mesoscopic physics and transport in mesoscopic systems before turning our attention
to graphene. This chapter is intentionally kept short by mainly referring to textbooks
and review articles that treat the topics more thoroughly.
2.1. Defining mesoscopic physics
Mesoscopic physics is characterized by the size of the considered system lying between
the microscopic and the macroscopic regime. This very vague description should
be quantified by introducing the system size L, the phase coherence length Lφ and
the wavelength of the considered particles, e. g. the electron’s de-Broglie wavelength
λF = 2pi/k. To call a system mesoscopic we require
λF  L / Lφ. (2.1)
The first part of this inequality discriminates mesoscopic physics from microscopic
physics, i. e. from the description of the dynamics on atomic lengthscales. The second
inequality makes sure that the particles still behave as quantum mechanic entities by
not loosing their phase information to the environment too fast. Furthermore it is
important to distinguish mesoscopic physics from macroscopic and classical physics.
In terms of transport physics the latter relation discriminates mesoscopic conductors
from ohmic conductors.
It is important to find a way to describe mesoscopic systems efficiently, since a full
quantum mechanical treatment is not feasible, while still sustaining their quantum
nature visible in certain signatures. Examples of these signatures are weak localization
[44, 45] or universal conductance fluctuations [46] in mesoscopic transport, which
cannot be explained purely classically.
An effective and efficient description of the system is achieved by reducing the
complexity of the system according to some physical assumptions. Often, as well
as in this work, interactions between different particles are ignored or reduced to a
simpler model, so that an effective Hamiltonian is set up describing only the particles
of interest. For this thesis the tight-binding Hamiltonian of electrons in graphene,
which is introduced in section 3.2, assumes this role.
7
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Graphene is also a good example to roughly sketch the physical approximations.
The Hamiltonian used is a single-band single-electron tight-binding Hamiltonian. We
neglect the dynamics of the carbon cores within the Born-Oppenheimer approxima-
tion, and the electrons in atomic states different from the considered pz orbitals. The
latter ones are only included indirectly in terms of spin-orbit interaction as will be
used in part I of this thesis. Their influence is included perturbatively by means of a
Lo¨vdin transformation [47]. With the neglect of the cores’ dynamics also the coupling
between electrons and phonons is ignored. Furthermore we discard electron-electron
interactions or rather include them only on a mean field level in part II.
The tight-binding model acts on states localized around the carbon atoms and,
hence, naturally leads to a discretized Hamiltonian with a fixed spacing between
neighboring sites. This encourages a numerical treatment in which the Hamiltonian
is represented by a complex matrix. Apparently, graphene is described as a real
two-dimensional material in contrast to two-dimensional electron or hole systems in
semiconductor heterostructures.
2.2. Green’s functions
While the Hamiltonian is a full description of a physical problem and allows for deter-
mining eigenvalues and eigenstates of a given system it is often convenient to choose
an equivalent description when only observables or effective properties are desired.
Aiming for the calculation of transport properties we are interested in the amplitude
or the probability for an electron’s propagation from point A to point B. This ampli-
tude is given by the system’s propagator K˜(t) in the time domain or by its Green’s
function G(E) in energy space. The problems and the corresponding Hamiltonians
within this work carry no explicit time dependence, so the Green’s function is a suit-
able choice. G(α′, α;E) = 〈α′|G(E)|α〉 is the amplitude for a particle to propagate
from state α to state α′ at a given energy E. The Green’s function is related to the
Hamiltonian H by
GR/A(E) = (E −H± iη)−1, (2.2)
where the infinitesimally small imaginary quantity iη has been added to secure invert-
ibility even if E is an eigenvalue of H. Specifically we have to distinguish between the
retarded and the advanced Green’s function GR/A(E), labeled by the superscripts R
and A.
Roughly spoken they can be identified with solutions of the Hamiltonian H ap-
proaching a given state α in time or moving away from it depending on the given
boundary conditions. By introducing the small imaginary number iη the boundary
conditions are fixed by shifting the poles of the G(E) in the complex energy plane
which is important for a numerical calculation of the Green’s function.
The Green’s function carries equivalent information as the Hamiltonian. Equation
(2.2) is one possible definition of a physical Green’s function which immediately can
be identified with the mathematical definition of a Green’s function of a differential
8
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operator. There exist other equivalent definitions which depending on the situation
might be more appropriate. We want to introduce also the spectral representation
GR/A(x, x′;E) =
∑
n
ϕn(x)ϕ
∗
n(x
′)
E − En ± iη , (2.3)
making use of the wavefunctions ϕn(x) of the Hamiltonian’s eigenstates |n〉. We
already projected the Green’s function into position space. In this representation it
is easily seen that the retarded Green’s function allows for a direct access to the local
density of states.
1
pi
ImGR(x, x;E) =
1
2pii
(GR −GR∗) =
∑
n
ϕ∗n(x)ϕn(x)
1
pi
η
(E − En)2 − η2 . (2.4)
In the limit η → 0, the last term is the Lorentz representation of the Dirac delta
δ(E − En). So we end up with
1
pi
ImGR(x, y;E) =
∑
n
ϕ∗n(x)ϕn(x)δ(E − En) = d(x, E). (2.5)
In the next section we want to show how mesoscopic transport can be modeled using
the Green’s function.
2.3. Transport through open systems
2.3.1. Selfenergies
In a typical transport problem one is dealing with a scattering region and particle
reservoirs far away from the scattering region connected to the scattering region via
ideal, i. e. reflectionsless, leads as indicated in Fig. 2.1.
Reservoir 1 Reservoir 2Lead 1 Lead 2Scattering region
Figure 2.1.: Sketch of a typical scattering problem. By introducing the concept of
self-energies we can cut the system at the broken lines where leads and
scattering region touch; see text.
We only shortly revisit the basics of the scattering formalism used for this thesis.
For a detailed description we refer the reader to existing literature and textbooks,
e. g. Refs. [48, 49, 50]. In a first step the reservoirs are removed from the system
which is possible as we are considering ideal ballistic leads. The reservoirs’ influence
is reflected by semi-infinite leads in which the available states are fully occupied up to
9
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the reservoirs chemical potential or, in the case of equilibrium calculations, up to the
Fermi level.
Still, while this decreases the systems complexity, an obstacle for a numerically
supported calculation of the transport properties exists: besides the finite scatter-
ing region, our system consists of the infinite leads. The discretized Hamiltonian is
infinitely large and, hence, not integrable numerically.
The problem can be further minimized at this point by reducing the full Hamil-
tonian to the one only describing the scattering region, HS , and adding self-energies
Σ representing the leads’ action. Let us formally write the Green’s function as an
infinitely large matrix in position space,
G =
(
GS gSL
gLS GL
)
=
(
E −HS h
h† E −HL
)−1
. (2.6)
We use indices L and S whenever leads or the scattering region are concerned, respec-
tively. gSL and gLS are blocks of the Green’s function and h and h
† are the blocks
in the Hamiltonian connecting leads and scattering region. From equation (2.6) we
obtain
(E −HS)GS + hgLS = I, (2.7)
h†GS + (E −HL)gLS = 0. (2.8)
This can be solved for scattering region’s Green’s function
GS =
[
E −HS − h(E −HL)−1h†
]−1
. (2.9)
(E−HL)−1 is the Green’s function of the isolated lead, the hopping matrices h and h†
have non-zero entries only in the contact region. The calculation of the isolated lead’s
Green’s function is, hence, limited to the calculation of its surface Green’s function.
At this point the lead’s selfenergy,
Σ = h(E −HL)−1h†, (2.10)
shall be introduced. The concept of self-energies is very common in mesoscopic physics
and can be used for instance as an approximative description of electron-electron or
electron-phonon interactions. Due to the formal analogy Σ is also referred to as self-
energy although it is an exact description of the leads. It allows to calculate the
Green’s function of a finite scattering region by a simple inversion of a finite matrix:
GR/A = [E − (HS + Σ)± iη]−1 . (2.11)
To illuminate the effect of the selfenergy Σ, note that it is in general complex valued.
The new Hamiltonian HS + Σ is not hermitian anymore and the eigenvalues of the
original Hamiltonian HS get shifted and assume a certain broadening due to their
imaginary part. The level broadening induced by the leads can also be understood as
a reduction of the time a particle stays in the scattering region.
For the calculation of the selfenergy several methods exist. There is the widely
used iterative method [51]. In molecular physics the so called wide-band limit is often
10
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Figure 2.2.: Partitioning of a very simple graphene grid. Leads are attached at the
left and right edges. Slices are indicated by a variation of line colors.
used, replacing Σ by a constant imaginary number. Wimmer developed an eigende-
composition based method, which is able to calculate the selfenergy of an arbitrary
lead, independent of the underlying Hamiltonian [52]. We use the eigendecomposition
based method for this work.
2.3.2. The recursive Green’s function method
We could already calculate the Green’s function from equation (2.11). The direct in-
version of a matrix representing a grid of up to several millions of gridpoints would be,
however, rather time demanding. Therefore, we want to shortly present the recursive
Green’s function (RGF) method which has been developed in the 1980s by Thouless
and Kirkpatrick [53], Fisher and Lee [54], and MacKinnon [55] and been implemented
for arbitrary grids using methods from graph theory by Wimmer [52, 56]. The numeri-
cal calculations performed in this thesis were performed with this last implementation,
thus we refer to Ref. [52] for further details.
For the RGF method a system is partitioned into slices. These slices are fractions of
the scattering systems of roughly equal size as shown in Fig. 2.2. Neighboring slices i
and j are connected to each other via a hopping matrix Hi,j . The RGF makes iterative
use of the Dyson equation
G = G0 +G0V G, (2.12)
treating the hopping matrices as perturbations and the isolated slices as the unper-
turbed systems. The iteration starts from the contact region at one lead (with slice
index N) subsequently adding slices until the other lead is reached at slice index 0.
The connection between the retarded Green’s function elements in two subsequent
steps is
Gr,i−1i−1,i−1 =
(
E −Hi−1,i−1 −Hi−1,iGr,ii,iHi,i−1
)−1
, (2.13)
Gr,i−1N,i−1 = G
r,i
N,iHi,i−1Gr,i−1i−1,i−1. (2.14)
Here superscript indices label the iteration number, subscripts indicate the slices ma-
trix blocks are calculated for. Hi,i is the Hamiltonian of the isolated slice i. The
11
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iteration starts with the surface Green’s function of the lead as Gr,NN,N . The RGF al-
gorithm then fills the blocks in the matrix representation of the Green’s function that
are needed for the calculation of transmission and reflection, i. e. the diagonal blocks
and the last row of blocks. After the complete iteration we end up with Gr0,0 and G
r
N,0.
Possibly, also other diagonal blocks Gri,i can be stored to calculate the local density of
states with equation (2.5). Notably not the full Green’s function is calculated by this
method but only the parts that are needed for transport.
Let us assume a system which can be sliced N times to slices of size M . The total
number of grid points can be estimated as M · N . The inversion of a matrix scales
cubic with its number of rows or columns, so the direct inversion would scale cubic in
both M and N . Using the RGF, each step in the iteration involves the inversion of
a M ×M matrix, scaling as M3. This step has to be repeated N times, so the RGF
scales with M3N . Depending on the system geometry and size, the calculation can be
significantly sped up. In particular, the calculation of transport in long and narrow
systems benefits from this algorithm.
Finally the transmission amplitudes can be calculated from the Green’s function
using the Fisher-Lee relations [57],
tmn = −δmn + i~√vmvn
∫ L1
0
dy
∫ L2
0
dy′φ∗m,1(y)G
r
N,0φn,2(y
′). (2.15)
In this relation, in addition to the Green’s function itself, the leads surface wavefunc-
tions φ of transverse mode m and n appear as well as their respective velocities vm(n),
which are needed to assure current conservation. The leads’ transverse wavefunctions
as well as their velocities are obtained during the calculation of their surface Green’s
functions.
2.3.3. Optimized recursive Green’s function method for transmission at
different system lengths
The presented RGF method is especially suitable for the calculation of the transmission
as a function of the system length. Let us shortly assume two different systems with
N and N ′ slices, respectively. We further assume that the slices (N − i0), . . . , N of
the first system are identical with the last i0 slices, (N
′ − i0), . . . , N ′, of the second
system. Then it follows directly that the calculated block of the Green’s function up
to the i0th step are equal,
1
Gr,N−i = G′r,N
′−i∀i ≤ i0. (2.16)
Only later in the iteration the Green’s functions of the two systems differ. We now want
to show how this can be used to calculate the transmission through a system at different
lengths. As before we start with the first iteration step Gr,N . The transmission shall
be calculated for lengths Lα, corresponding to different numbers of slices iα. When
encountering one of the slices iα in the iteration, i. e. having calculatedG
r,N−iα , instead
of continuing with the algorithm, a virtual slice N − iα − 1 is added containing the
1From here on we omit the block indices of Gr for better readability.
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selfenergy of a second lead. From the thereof calculated Green’s function Gr,N−iα−1intermediate
the transmission T (Lα) is calculated via the Fisher-Lee relations as explained before.
After this step the original iteration is continued from Gr,N−iα until either the next
selected slice iα′ > iα or the original system’s end is reached.
Of course, this scheme is not a possible choice for an arbitrarily shaped scattering
region. It is best applicable for nanoribbons or systems with a periodic repetition along
the transport direction. However, the choice of the slice iα has to be done carefully.
In the hexagonal of graphene for example, they have to be chosen to fit to the final
virtual slice containing the second lead’s selfenergy.
This method comes in handy for the treatment of spin relaxation and diffusive
transport where we are particularly interested in the transmission as a function of
system length. Compared to a direct calculation of several nanoribbons of different
lengths this optimizations is faster by at least one order of magnitude. The exact
ratio of calculation times depends on the number of supporting points Lα and the
total system length.
13

3. Graphene
Having laid out the grounds for the general description of transport through open
mesoscopic systems, we now want to introduce graphene as the specific system to be
considered in this thesis.
Graphene is a carbon allotrope consisting of carbon atoms arranged in a honey-
comb lattice. It is a building block for other carbon allotropes such as graphite and
carbon nanotubes. The stacking of graphene layers eventually leads to the formation
of graphite. Carbon nanotubes can be thought of as rolled up graphene nanoribbons.
The electronic structure of graphene, hence, is of large importance for the understand-
ing of its derived materials.
Different models are used nowadays to describe the electronic properties of graphene.
Among them one finds the description in terms of density functional theory (DFT),
the tight-binding model of graphene and the effective Dirac Hamiltonian. Fur reviews
and further references see Refs. [58, 59, 34, 60]. We choose the tight-binding model as
it enables us to calculate numerically the transport in large systems while retaining the
ability to include potentials with fluctuations on the size of an interatomic distance.
While for the Dirac Hamiltonian there is basically no limitation to the system size it
strictly is only valid for extended graphene in the absence of short-range scatterers.
Edges for example constitute such a short range scatterer, but also atomic defects.
DFT on the other hand needs large computing capacitance even for small systems of
only a few nanometers.
In this chapter we present the tight-binding model for graphene. We also show the
effective Dirac Hamiltonian which can be derived from the graphene Hamiltonian. We
will use it in certain cases where its application is still justified, since it allows for a
clearer description than the tight-binding model. DFT, however, will not be presented
here; we just refer to the published literature wherever we make use of results necessary
for our calculations.
3.1. Graphene basics
We want to explain several basics about graphene to make the notation used in this
thesis clear and to avoid confusion. Graphene consists of carbon atoms arranged in
a honeycomb lattice; see Fig. 3.1. As the honeycomb is no Bravais lattice, graphene
has to be described as a triangular lattice with a two-atomic basis. We choose as the
lattice vectors
a1 = a
(
1
0
)
and a2 = a
(
1
2√
3
2
)
, (3.1)
with a ≈ 2.46 A˚ being the lattice constant. Atoms in sublattice A are located at the
origin of the unit cell, sublattice B is shifted by d = a√
3
(1/2,
√
3/2).
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Figure 3.1.: Direct and reciprocal lattice of graphene with their respective unit vectors.
The reciprocal lattice is spanned by the vectors
b1 =
4pi√
3a
(
0
1
)
and b2 =
4pi
a
(√
3
2
1
2
)
. (3.2)
The first Brillouin zone (1.B.Z.) has the shape of a hexagon.1 The corners can be
divided into two inequivalent classes not connected by reciprocal lattice vectors. As
will be seen later, they play an important role for the bandstructure. They are con-
ventionally labeled K and K ′. From the equivalent corners we choose
K =
4pi
3a
(
0
1
)
and K ′ =
4pi
3a
(
0
−1
)
, (3.3)
to represent the K-points. Equivalently these points can be called valleys or Dirac
points. The meaning of this nomenclature will come clear from the bandstructure
presented in the next chapter.
3.2. Tight-binding description
3.2.1. Electrons without spin
The tight-binding model for graphene was first used in 1947 when Wallace calculated
the bandstructure of graphite layers [27]. It took several decades until the carbon
allotropes finally reached experimental science and Wallace’s work came of interest
again. Graphene is a building block for fullerenes [61], graphene distorted to form
a spherical structure, and carbon nanotubes [62, 63, 64], graphene rolled up. These
materials became experimentally available in 1985 (fullerenes) and 1991 (carbon nan-
otubes), respectively. Accordingly, the tight-binding description of graphene became
widely used in these fields. Finally, with the seminal work of Geim and Novoselov [29]
on their experiments on exfoliated graphene the rise of graphene began.
The idea behind the easiest tight-binding description of graphene is very simple. It
consists of a set of atomic sites i with a single-level state,
Hisolated =
∑
i
εic
†
ici, (3.4)
1The hexagonal shape of the first Brillouin zone is not related to the hexagonal lattice of graphene
but it is the Wigner-Seitz cell of the reciprocal lattice obtained from the triangular lattice.
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with the creation c†i and annihilation ci operators of electronic states at lattice site i.
The electrons on the isolated sites are brought into movement by a kinetic hopping
term,
H0 = −t
∑
〈i,j〉
c†icj , (3.5)
where the sum is running over nearest neighbor sites i and j. The kinetic hopping
term also contains the nearest-neighbor hopping strength t. By assuming all sites to
be at the same energy level and performing a global energy shift, only the hopping
Hamiltonian (3.5) remains and builds the simplest possible graphene tight-binding
Hamiltonian.
The previously completely localized electrons now form a Bloch state extended over
the whole crystal minimizing the systems total energy. For extended graphene the
periodic repetition of the atomic sites allows for using Bloch’s theorem connecting the
wavefunction on different sites by a phase factor depending on the crystal momentum
k and the relative position of the adjacent sites,
c†j = e
ik·(rj−ri)c†i . (3.6)
Omitting the details of the calculations we simply present the resulting energy disper-
sion,
E(k) = ±t
√√√√3 + 2 cos(kxa) + 4 cos(kxa
2
)
cos
(√
3kya
2
)
, (3.7)
plotted in Fig. 3.2. For the calculation the basis of section 3.1 was used. Comparing the
bandstructure obtained from the tight-binding Hamiltonian to ab-initio calculations
allows for the determination of the size of the hopping parameter. We will use t =
2.6 eV which is the value used in literature most often. From Fig. 3.2 the important
role of the corners of the 1.B.Z. can be seen where the bands are touching. Accordingly,
these points are called valleys, and the low-energy states of graphene can be valley
polarized in bulk graphene. Short-range disorder and edges, however, might introduce
mixing of the two valleys.
Additionally, the dispersion close to the K-points is linear giving rise to a linear
expansion of the Hamiltonian in q = k −K(′) [28]. The linearization yields an effec-
tive Hamiltonian for a two-component wavefunction with the amplitude on the two
sublattices as its components. Its form is
D = ~vFσ · k in valley K and (3.8)
D′ = −~vFσ∗ · k in valley K ′. (3.9)
This is the well-known Dirac Hamiltonian for massless fermions. For graphene the
sublattice index adopts the role of the real spin, giving rise to the term pseudospin.
The Dirac equation for graphene contains pseudospin Pauli matrices, σ. The Fermi
velocity of the original Dirac Hamiltonian is the speed of light, whereas in graphene
17
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Figure 3.2.: Dispersion of graphene in k-space. Clearly visible are the six touching
points. Close to them, the zoomed-in picture emphasizes the linearity
close to the Dirac points.
a reduced “speed of light”, vF =
√
3
2~ ta = 10
6m/s is found. The K-points or valleys
obtain the additional name Dirac points, used equivalently in literature.
The Dirac Hamiltonian is obtained by a Taylor expansion of the tight-binding Hamil-
tonian in the close vicinity of the Dirac points up to linear order in momentum [28].
With increasing energy the tight-binding dispersion deviates from the linear Dirac dis-
persion and becomes anisotropic. It assumes a trigonal shape and this phenomenon
is called trigonal warping.
In order to account for imperfections in graphene an additional potential is added
in the tight-binding Hamiltonian,
Hpotentials =
∑
i
Vic
†
ici. (3.10)
Smooth potentials appear as simple electrostatic potentials in the Dirac Hamiltonian
diagonal in pseudospin space. The situation becomes more complicated when the
potential contains fluctuations on the atomic lengthscale. For the special case of a
potential with alternating sign on the two sublattices,
Vi =
{
+M on sublattice A,
−M on sublattice B, (3.11)
sublattice symmetry is broken, and an energy gap is opened at the K points. The
corresponding term in the effective Dirac Hamiltonian takes the form of a mass term.
In intermediate cases the potential has to be separated into a smooth V (x) and a
rapidly oscillating M(x) potential,
D = ~vF (τσxkx + σyky) +M(x)σz + V (x)σ0. (3.12)
Here we introduced the valley spin τ being +1 (−1) in valley K (K ′).
18
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3.2.2. Electrons with spin
The spin degree of freedom is added to the tight-binding model by turning the scalar
potentials and hopping terms in the Hamiltonian into matrices acting in real spin
space. The presented spin-dependent terms will be divided into Zeeman-like terms
acting on one lattice site and spin-orbit coupling terms being introduced as spin-
dependent hopping terms.
Zeeman like terms come in two ways: the Zeeman term as it is known from text-
books, accounting for a para- or ferromagnetic ordering, and a staggered magnetization,
which in analogy to the previously introduced mass potential is characterized by an
opposite sign on the two sublattices. The latter accounts for an antiferromagnetic
magnetization. We write these terms as
Hmagnetization =
∑
i;σ,σ′
c†i,σ [(Ms)σσ′ + (M
zs)σσ′ ] ci,σ′ , (3.13)
containing the vector of real spin Pauli matrices s and the magnetization M as well
as the staggered magnetization M z. The sum is, in addition to the lattice index i,
running over spin indices σ and σ′.2 In the effective Dirac Hamiltonian they act as a
Zeeman term, diagonal in pseudospin space, and as a mass term with an additional
dependence on the real spin,
Dmagnetization = M(r) · sσ0 +M z(r) · sσz. (3.14)
From the possible spin-orbit coupling terms we restrict ourselves at this point to the
presentation of the intrinsic spin-orbit coupling and the extrinsic spin orbit coupling
usually denoted Bychkov-Rashba coupling.3 Both were originally introduced by Kane
and Mele in 2005 [65]. They used group theoretical arguments to obtain the form of
spin dependent terms in graphene focusing on the intrinsic spin-orbit interaction which
is responsible for the quantum spin hall effect in graphene. The graphene Hamiltonian
including the intrinsic SOC is usually referred to as the Kane-Mele Hamiltonian and
is the first example of a topological insulator. The experimental observation of the
quantum spin hall effect in pristine graphene is, however, extremely hard due to the
weak intrinsic SOC [41, 66] and with the upcoming of mercury-telluride quantum wells
as reliable realization of a two-dimensional topological insulator interest in graphene
concerning this field disappeared.
Later Huertas-Hernando used perturbation theory on a multi-band tight-binding
model to explain SOC in the pi orbitals of graphene [67] and also calculated the strength
of the spin-orbit coupling. This calculation was refined by Konschuh et al. [47] with
a more complex multi-band tight-binding model including also higher orbitals of the
carbon atoms which appeared to have an important effect especially on the intrinsic
spin-orbit coupling [41, 47].
2We stick to this somewhat confusing notation using s as the vector of Pauli matrices acting in
real spin spin space, and σ being the real spin index within the tight-binding description and the
pseudospin Pauli matrices in the Dirac theory to be consistent with literature. As the use of Dirac
and tight-binding theory is strictly separated the meaning of σ should always be unambiguous.
3The terms extrinsic and Bychkov-Rashba spin are used interchangeably within thesis. Often it is
also simply refered to as the Rashba term.
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Shortly summarizing this approach, the basis is the atomic SOC in carbon,
HSO, atom = ∆carbonL · s = ∆carbon
(
L+s− + L−s+
2
+ Lzsz
)
. (3.15)
Apparently, coupling between electrons of opposite spin involves also coupling of elec-
trons with different orbital angular momentum and, hence, the inclusion of not only the
pz orbitals. The Hamiltonian is reduced to separated blocks for σ and pi orbitals, where
only the latter are relevant for electron transport, by performing a Lo¨wdin transforma-
tion as explained in appendix B of Ref. [47]. This allows for effective spin dependent
hopping terms between the pi orbitals. In pristine graphene only the spin-orbit cou-
pling connects pz orbitals to px and py orbitals and, hence, a spin-dependent hopping
is only present as a second order process in the atomic spin-orbit coupling strength,
∆carbon. This intrinsic coupling vanishes due to the symmetry of the graphene lattice
for nearest neighbors so the result is an effective next-nearest neighbor coupling,
HSO = i∆SO
3
√
3
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉;σ,σ′
vijc
†
i,σ(sz)σσ′cj,σ′ . (3.16)
The parameter vij = ±1 depends on the orientation of two nearest neighbor bonds
connecting sites i and j. ∆SO sets the strength of the intrinsic SOC. It has a very
small value of 24µeV [41, 47] since it can only be derived by an expansion up to second
order in ∆carbon/t.
A direct coupling between pz and other carbon orbitals, triggered for example by a
curvature of the graphene surface or the influence of an external electric field, allows
for an effective first order spin-dependent coupling of the pi orbitals, called extrinsic
or, in analogy to the nomenclature used in conventional two-dimensional electron or
hole systems, Bychkov-Rasha spin-orbit coupling,
HBR = 2iλBR√
3
∑
〈i,j〉;σ,σ′
c†i,σ [(dij × s)z]σσ′ cj,σ′ . (3.17)
Its strength λBR depends on the curvature radius or the size of the external electric
field, respectively. It explicitly depends on the vector dij connecting sites i and j.
In the effective Dirac Hamiltonian their analogs appear as spin-pseudospin coupling
terms,
DSO = ∆SOτszσz, and (3.18)
DBR = λBR(τσysx + σxsy). (3.19)
It can be seen that the intrinsic SOC formally resembles the staggered magnetization
except for the additional valley index τ . Accordingly, it opens a gap at the Dirac
points [see Fig. 3.3 (a)]. The size of the corresponding gap is given by ∆SO, which
also defines the energy range the quantum spin Hall state could be observed within.
Spin degeneracy is kept by the intrinsic SOC, but it is lifted by the Bychkov-Rashba
term. In contrast to the original Bychkov-Rashba coupling it does not depend on
the momentum but rather creates a constant splitting of the spin-subbands; see Fig.
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(a) λBR = 0 (b) ∆SO = 0 (c) 0 < ∆SO < λBR (d) 0 < ∆SO = λBR (e) 0 < λBR < ∆SO
Figure 3.3.: Energy dispersion of graphene in the vicinity of the K-points. The band-
structure is plotted for different scenarios. (a) and (b) show the cases of
only one kind of spin-orbit coupling being finite. In figures (c) - (e) we
show the case of competing strenghts of the intrinsic and the Bychkov-
Rashba SOC. See text for further details.
3.3 (b). For the case of comparable ∆SO and λBR the corresponding bandstructures are
plotted in Fig. 3.3 (c) - (d). The bandstructure obtained from the Dirac Hamiltonian
is
εµν = µλBR + ν
√
(~vFk)2 + (λBR − µ∆SO)2, (3.20)
with indices µ for the spin subband and ν for the electron and hole branches. In the
case of pure Bychkov-Rashba spin-orbit coupling the splitting of the spin-subbands is
clearly visible close to the Dirac points. The bandstructure is symmetric with respect
to the Fermi level. This symmetry is broken under the assumption of a finite intrinsic
SOC, but still the dispersion stays gapless as long as ∆SO < λBR; see Fig. 3.3 (c). In
the particular case where ∆SO = λBR we observe a triply degenerate state at E = λBR
for k = 0. Two of the participating bands show a linear dispersion similar to the Dirac
bandstructure shifted by λBR; see Fig. 3.3 (d). A gap is opened when ∆SO > λBR; see
Fig. 3.3 (e).
From the Dirac Hamiltonian for valley K we can calculate the eigenstates,
Ψµν =
1
Cµν

1
εµν−∆SO
ε0
eiϕ
−µi εµν−∆SOε0 eiϕ
−µie−2iϕ
 (3.21)
in a spin-pseudospin basis with components (A ↑, B ↑, A ↓, B ↓). The momentum is
included through its orientation ϕ with respect to the x-axis and implicitly through
the dispersion εµν and the spin-less dispersion ε0. The normalization constant is
Cµν =
{
2
[
1 +
(
εµν−∆SO
ε0
)]}1/2
. The spin expectation value 〈s〉 calculated from
the solutions of the Dirac Hamiltonian is orthogonal to the momentum lying in the
graphene plane, independent of the value of ∆SO. The same texture of the spin-orbit
field is obtained for two-dimensional electron gases in the presence of Bychkov-Rashba
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coupling. Strictly spoken, there exist fluctuations of the spin expectation value on an
atomic lengthscale [68] which are masked in the Dirac approximation.
In the next section we want to give a short example of how spin dependent terms
can be important for electron transport in graphene by revisiting the Klein tunneling
in the presence of spin-orbit coupling.
3.3. Klein tunneling in the presence of spin-orbit coupling
We want to use the presented formalism to investigate Klein tunneling in graphene.
Klein tunneling is a phenomenon originally known from particle physics [69, 70]. It
describes the possibility of a massless Dirac fermion to form a propagating state
in a classically forbidden region. This is in sharp contrast to particles obeying the
Schro¨dinger equation which would form an evanescent mode in a classically forbidden
region. Massless Dirac fermions, however, can travel within potential barriers as their
own anti-particle. At normal incidence the transmission is even perfect.
For electrons in graphene this property has been predicted [71, 72, 73] and observed
[31, 74] within various signatures. We can calculate the transmission probability for
a potential step in graphene to illustrate the meaning of Klein tunneling. Let’s con-
sider an electron approaching the potential step with a momentum k = (kx, ky). For
arbitrary potential height V , at Fermi energy EF the transmission probability of an
electron propagating towards the potential step at an angle ϕ, where the angle is given
by tanϕ = ky/kx, can be calculated as
T (ϕ, θ) =
2 cosϕ cos θ
1 + cos(ϕ+ θ)
. (3.22)
The outgoing solution’s angle θ is given by
sin θ =
sinϕ
1− v , (3.23)
with v = V/EF . The case of normal incidence, ϕ = θ = 0, results in T = 1 for
every choice of the potential height v. Moreover, when 0 < v < 2, the incoming wave
is perfectly reflected for sinϕ > |1 − v|. In Fig. 3.4 we plotted the transmission as a
function of incoming angle for several values of the potential height v. The longitudinal
momentum follows from the calculation of the leads’ selfenergies. The transverse
momentum is obtained from the manually defined Bloch phase factor exp(ikBW ). It
contains the width W of the periodically repeated supercell and the Bloch momentum
kB which for the lowest transverse mode fulfills kBW = kyW .
4 The question we
want to ask in this section is how this behavior changes in the presence of spin-
orbit coupling. An extension to p-n junctions in the presence of SOC is a natural
step and is, additionally, appropriate to demonstrate the possibility of the numerical
framework used within this thesis. The results presented here are in accordance with
the ones presented in Ref. [75]. Reference [36] contains extracts from this section and
4At larger energies or for wider systems higher harmonics of the transverse wavefunction can play a
role. Instead of kBW = kyW we have to consider kBW = 2npi + kyW with a positive integer n.
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Figure 3.4.: Transmission T through a bipolar graphene p-n junction as a function
of the electron’s incidence angle ϕ. We plotted the analytic result, eqn.
(3.22), as dashed lines. Colored circles are the numerical results.
gives further insight into the physics of graphene p-n-p junctions in the presence of
Bychkov-Rashba SOC and for smooth p-n junctions.
A striking feature of massless Dirac particles is the perfect transmission through
potential steps at normal incidence. The intrinsic spin-orbit coupling acts similar to a
mass term and, hence, leads to a suppressed transmission. The introduction of Rashba
SOC modifies dispersion and eigenstates allowing at least partial transmission of a
propagating state. By increasing λBR the gap induced by the intrinsic SOC decreases.
At the point where the gap closes, λBR = ∆SO, we encounter again two linearly
dispersing bands; see Fig. 3.3 d). We checked that, for a wide range of parameters,
for those bands the potential step is transparent. In Fig. 3.5 we plotted the reflection
probability through a potential step with a step height of V0 = −2 ·∆SO at an energy
of EF = −0.5·∆SO. Left of the potential step we set V (x, y) = 0, ∀x < 0, in the region
right of the step we have a finite constant potential V (x, y) = V0, ∀x ≥ 0. The Rashba
coupling is varied from 0 to 1.2 · ∆SO. For these values there is one open hole-like
channel in the lead with zero potential and in the lead with the finite potential there
are two open electron-like states.
In analogy with the spinless case we also investigated the angle-dependence of trans-
mission through the graphene p-n junction in presence of SOC. This case, too, has
been investigated analytically [75] and our numerical calculation confirms the results
of the Dirac approximation within the full tight-binding model. The parameters are
again choosen in a way that the left lead supports only one hole-like state. In the right
lead the spin-orbit coupling leads to a splitting of the Fermi surface into two circles
with different Fermi momenta. The conservation of the transverse component of the
momentum implies that at sufficiently large energy one of the two spin subbands turns
into an evanescent state in the n-doped region of the p-n junction.
We calculate the transmission as a function of incidence angle by varying the trans-
verse momentum ky. The curve is continuous but not smooth where ky = |ko,1|, the
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Figure 3.5.: Transmission probability of a bipolar graphene p-n junction with SOC as
function of the Rashba coupling strength. The strength of the intrinsic
SOC and the Fermi level have been fixed for this calculation.
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Figure 3.6.: (a) Transmission function of a bipolar p-n junction with SOC as a function
of incidence angle. The inset shows a sketch of the different momenta
involved in the scattering problem. (b) Momenta direction of the outgoing
modes with respect to the kx axis as a function of the angle of the incoming
electron’s momentum.
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momentum of the inner Fermi circle in the right lead. In Fig. 3.6 we plotted both
transmission and the angle of the outgoing states as function of incidence angle. We
also included a sketch of the Fermi surface in both the p- and the n-region. In a nut-
shell, spin-orbit coupling has, in this example, a crucial influence on electron transport
beyond a pure modification of the spin transport. The most striking feature of Klein
tunneling in graphene, the perfect transmission at normal incidence, is destroyed, and
spin-subband splitting leads to a complex non-differentiable angular dependence of
the transmission.
The techniques presented here can also be used to calculate the solution of more
complex while still analytical solvable problems. Such studies have been performed
within Ref. [36] for p-n-p junctions which are encountered more often in experiments
than p-n junctions, and for smooth potential changes instead of sharp potential steps.
For smooth potentials it turns out that the analytical solutions possibly deviate from
tight-binding calculations and are only valid qualitatively.
3.4. Summary
In this chapter, we pointed out which model will be used throughout this thesis for
describing electrons in graphene. We calculated its bandstructure and showed how
spin-dependent terms alter its electronic properties. Eventually we chose the Klein
tunneling to illustrate the particularity of electrons in graphene and how their re-
semblance to massless Dirac particles is important. This example was also used to
demonstrate the capabilities of our numerical simulations.
In the following two parts we use the concepts presented up to this point to inves-
tigate transport in complex graphene structures and nanostructures. The questions
we address comprise the influence of spin-orbit coupling on spin transport. In the
first part, we will show how small localized magnetic moments lead to very strong
spin relaxation. Finally, in the second part, we will address the formation of magnetic
moments by electron-electron interactions and their influence on electron transport.
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Part I.
Spin Relaxation in Graphene
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4. Introduction
The field of graphene spintronics was started in 2007 by Tombros et al. [76] from
the University of Groningen. Pioneering works in the field of spintronics have been
published in Groningen before like the spin injection in all-metallic spin valve devices
[15]. The idea of using the spin Hanle effect [13], i. e. the response of the spin dynamics
to an external magnetic field, was first successfully used in Groningen to obtain the
spin relaxation time in aluminum [15]. In Ref. [76] the successful injection of spin
polarized electrons in graphene was demonstrated by the presence of a notable spin-
valve effect and a clear Hanle spin precession. The reported spin relaxation length at
77K was approximately 2µm extracted both from spin-valve and Hanle spin-precession
measurements. This number provided confidence about using graphene for further
spintronics applications where spin relaxation lengths do not even need to be that
high because typical lengths within which information has to be transferred can be
significantly smaller than that.
Nevertheless, the corresponding spin relaxation was shorter than expected. Given
a diffusion constant of D = 2.2 × 10−2m2/s [76] the corresponding spin relaxation
time was τs ≈ 90ps. While further experiments were performed [77, 78, 79, 80, 81]
and other groups joined the research on spintronics in graphene [82, 83, 84] a critical
theoretical debate on spin relaxation in graphene was started by Huertas-Hernando
et al. [85] and later substantiated by Ertler et al. [86] finding spin relaxation times
between 10ns and 1µs. Apparently, there is a large discrepancy between experiment
and theory. The model used in Ref. [86] was based on Bychkov-Rashba spin-orbit
coupling due to electric fields created by charges trapped in the nearby substrate.
This contributes to the spin relaxation via randomization of the dynamics in k space,
the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism, and due to randomization of SOC in real space, which
in this thesis will be denoted as the Sherman mechanism [37, 38].
Further analytic models and predictions about spin relaxation in graphene were
published in the next years. An explicit derivation of the Sherman spin relaxation
rate for graphene was given in Ref. [87]. In Refs. [88, 89, 39, 90, 91] kinetic spin
Bloch equations are used to analyze different scenarios of spin relaxation focusing
on Dyakonov-Perel spin relaxation and the Sherman spin relaxation mechanism. A
work explicitly treating the Elliot-Yafet spin relaxation mechanism in graphene can
be found in Ref. [92].
Mechanisms we will not investigate are subsumed under the term inelastic scatter-
ing, like electron-electron scattering [88] and electron-phonon scattering [90, 93, 94].
Electron-electron interaction is a strong source of spin relaxation but the calculated
spin relaxation rates are still too low to explain the experiments [88]. Electron-phonon
interactions yield sufficiently large spin relaxation rates only at room temperature [90].
Refs. [93, 94] find even lower spin relaxation rates and Fratini et al. [94] state that
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the spin relaxation times they calculated are indeed very large and should rather be
seen as an upper limit than the actually measured one.
From all the presented works, only Ref. [39] claims to have found the dominant
spin relaxation mechanism. They can calculate sufficiently large spin relaxation rates
to explain experimental data from their KSBEs at high adatom concentrations. The
debate, however, is not finished yet and the dominant role of spin-orbit disorder and
the Sherman mechanism is still doubted. A new proposal was made by Kochan et
al. [33] suggesting resonant scattering from magnetic impurities as the dominant spin
relaxation mechanism.
We will investigate different scenarios of spin relaxation in graphene. The approach
followed in this thesis is the use of numerical spin transport simulations. They allow for
a less idealized modeling of quantum transport in graphene than the analytic works and
enable us to check analytic results within the given parameters. Moreover, effects not
feasible within analytic approaches can be investigated. The latter include potential
fluctuations on an atomic length scale, e. g. from adsorbed adatoms [40, 95, 42, 43], or
the inclusion of intrinsic SOC, which also may be strongly enhanced by the adsorption
of certain adatoms [96].
The main questions addressed in this part of the thesis are the importance of
adatoms for the high spin relaxation rates and to find signatures of the adatom-
induced spin relaxation to identify their role in the experiments, which, up to now,
have always been categorized in terms of Elliot-Yafet or Dyakonov-Perel mechanism.
We start by defining and thoroughly investigating Elliot-Yafet and Dyakonov-Perel
spin relaxation mechanisms in Chapter 5. The investigation of a toy model repre-
senting the presence of adatoms forming covalent bonds with the carbon atoms in
graphene is the topic of Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, the last chapter of this part of the
thesis, we present a more realistic model of adatoms also including the formation of
magnetic moments and resonant scattering as suggested in Ref. [33].
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5. Dyakonov-Perel and Elliot-Yafet
mechanisms in graphene
In the long debate about the spin relaxation in graphene, two mechanisms were most
often held responsible: the Elliot-Yafet (EY) mechanism [97, 98] and the Dyakonov-
Perel (DP) mechanism [99]. They are covered in standard textbooks and reviews on
spin transport (e. g. Refs. [100, 101]), so we will only shortly sketch their mode of
action.
In this chapter we show how the aforementioned spin relaxation mechanisms can
be modeled and investigated numerically in graphene. Analytical works treating both
mechanisms exist for graphene. These preliminary works will be compared to our
numerical results. This rather fundamental investigation is necessary to judge the
numerical results obtained for more complex scenarios of spin transport in the following
chapters. Moreover a numerical approach allows for a more thorough investigation as
the only limitation is the system size. For instance, analytic works on spin relaxation
in graphene are always restricted to the case of pure Bychkov-Rashba interaction
neglecting intrinsic SOC. There exist, however, situations where the intrinsic SOC
cannot be neglected and plays an important role for spin relaxation.
5.1. The Dyakonov-Perel mechanism in graphene
We use a semiclassical picture to explain the DP mechanism considering electrons that
are moving freely in a solid until being scattered by an impurity. The scattering event
randomizes the electron’s momentum keeping its phase and spin information intact.
Between two scattering events a k-dependent effective magnetic field Ωk rotates the
spin. As the magnetic field depends on the direction and, possibly, the size of the
momentum k, after each scattering event the precession axis is randomized. In the
semiclassical picture an electron can travel along different paths from point A to point
B, each involving different scattering sites. The different spin phases accumulated
along these paths can eventually lead to a reduced spin polarization at the final point.
Notably, while this mechanism requires the presence of disorder in the system, a very
strong disorder actually keeps the spin information intact. This phenomenon is called
motional narrowing. Its regime is characterized by the spin precession length `SO ∝
1/|Ωk| being large compared to the mean-free path ltr so that between two scattering
events only a small rotation takes place. Similarly in quasi-ballistic nanowires with
a lateral constriction width W small compared to the spin precession length `SO the
Dyakonov-Perel mechanism is suppressed.
The spin rotation accumulated between two scattering events is on average δϕ =
τpΩk where τp is the elastic scattering time. We neglect fluctuations of Ωk along the
Fermi circle and rather assume a spin splitting only depending on |k|. δϕ is also the
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step width of a random walk the electron’s spin is performing. Spin relaxation occurs
on a time scale τS where the mean rotation reaches unity,
1 = δϕ
√
τS/τp ⇒ τS = 1/(Ω2kτp). (5.1)
According to Eq. (5.1) the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism is usually accounted the
dominant spin-relaxation mechanism when the spin relaxation time is found to scale
linearly with the inverse of the momentum relaxation time.
It helps to understand basic spin transport properties of a given system. More-
over, an appropriate system for numerical simulations can be defined clearly and be
controlled well. Hence, it will serve as the first example of spin-dependent transport
simulations in graphene. To this end we impose a long-range disorder potential on
our systems which originates from charges in the vicinity of the graphene sheet. The
particular choice of the disorder potential is
Vdis(x) =
Ndis∑
i=1
Vie
−|x−xi|2/2σ2dis . (5.2)
The Ndis charges act on the graphene electrons through a screened Coulomb potential.
Vi is the height of the potential emanating from a single impurity and is chosen uni-
formly within the range [−V0, V0]. The decay length σdis is a constant of the disorder
potential. V0, σdis and the impurity concentration are chosen in a way that the mean
free path is consistent with experimental data.1
In DP spin relaxation the Larmor frequency determines the size of Ωk. Hence, the
spin relaxation rate is directly related to the energy splitting of the spin sub-bands.
Systems without Rashba SOC, where states of opposite spin are still degenerate, are
insensitive to the DP spin relaxation mechanism. For systems with an extrinsic spin-
splitting such that the intrinsic contribution can be neglected, λBR  ∆SO, the split-
ting for both electron and hole branch is ∆ε = 2λBR. Competing sizes of both intrinsic
and extrinsic SOC lead to a complex k-dependence of the spin splitting close to the
Dirac point. Away from the Dirac point the splitting is given by
∆ε = 2λBR [1−∆SO/(~vFk)] (5.3)
assuming both λBR,∆SO  ~vFk. This value eventually converges against the case of
pure extrinsic SOC for even larger energies.
The spin precession time can be calculated from the Larmor frequency at the given
subband splitting ∆ε,
τSO =
1
ωLarmor
=
~
∆ε
=
√
3ta
2vF∆ε
. (5.4)
1Normally V0 is approximately 0.1t, σdis is several lattice constants, the number of charges is a
fraction of the total number of lattice sites, usually somewhere between 0.01 and 0.2. Then our
calculations are consistent with spin transport experiments where the mean free path is usually
between 10nm and 100nm.
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The spin precession length, i. e. the distance an electron has covered when its spin
completes a full rotation, is
`SO = vF τSO =
√
3
2∆ε
ta. (5.5)
For Bychkov-Rashba type spin splitting with λBR = 3 × 10−6t ≈ 10µeV, which
corresponds to a constant electric field of approximately 1V/nm, we calculate a spin-
orbit length of `SO ≈ 35µm and a spin precession time of τSO ≈ 33ps. Reported mean
free paths are of the order O(10nm), so the scattering time is approximately 50fs.
Consequently motional narrowing is expected and a spin relaxation time in the order
of microseconds.
A comprehensive study of the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism in graphene has been
published in Ref. [89] using the ansatz of kinetic spin Bloch equations (KSBE) pre-
dicting an exponential decay of an initial spin polarization. Let the x-axis be the
transport axis and y the transverse in-plane component. The z-axis is orthogonal to
the graphene plane. If the initial spin polarization had a fraction within the x-z plane,
in addition to the exponential decay of spin polarization, an oscillation of the spin ori-
entation should be seen. Notably this was not expected from the two-component
drift-diffusion model formerly used to describe spin transport [100, 102]. The different
components of the spin polarization vector evolve like
Sy(L) ∝ e−L/LS⊥
01
0
 , (5.6)
Sx/z(L) ∝ e−L/LS‖
cos(L/LSO)0
sin(L/LSO)
 . (5.7)
The spin dynamics is, thus, governed by the phenomenological lengths LSO, the
spin oscillation length, and LS⊥/LS‖, the perpendicular and parallel spin relaxation
lengths.2 The boundary conditions were chosen in a way that limL→∞ Sµ(L) = 0 and
Sµ(0) = S0eˆµ where µ indicates the spin injection/detection axis x, y or z and eˆµ is
the unit vector pointing along that direction.
For a numerical calculation of the spin density we calculate the spin-dependent
transmission amplitudes and from them extract the charge transmission,
T = Tr(t†t), (5.8)
and the spin transmission,
Tµ = Tr(t
†sµtsµ), (5.9)
respectively. The normalized spin transmission TSµ = Tµ/T is proportional to the
spin polarization and - in an equilibrium situation - to the spin density. Hence, as a
2The terms perpendicular and parallel refer to the relation to the orientation with respect to the
average spin-orbit field, which in our example is the y-axis.
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function of system length, it can be used to extract the spin relaxation length, LS⊥
or LS‖, respectively, the spin oscillation length LSO and, indirectly, the corresponding
times τS‖, τS⊥ and τSO. We therefore assume, motivated from KSBE, TSµ to be of
the form
TSy = e
−L/LS‖ , (5.10)
TSx/z = e
−L/LS⊥ cos
(
L
LSO
)
. (5.11)
The charge transmission in the diffusive regime is given by [103]
T =
N
1 + 2Lpiltr
. (5.12)
With the number of open channels N given as an external parameter, from the nu-
merical calculation the mean free path ltr, the spin oscillation length LSO and the spin
relaxation length LS can be extracted. For the calculation of the transmission as a
function of the system length we use the optimized recursive Green’s function method
presented in section 2.3.3.
Zhang and Wu [89] have calculated the perpendicular spin relaxation length
LS⊥ =
2
√
7
(2
√
2− 1)
√
1 + 2
√
2
~vF
2λBR
, (5.13)
the parallel spin relaxation length
LS‖ =
~vF
2λBR
, (5.14)
and the spin oscillation length
LSO =
~vF
2λBR
, (5.15)
for systems with purely Rashba spin-orbit coupling. The spin oscillation length LSO
is the same as the spin precession length, `SO, calculated from the Larmor frequency
in equation (5.5). LS⊥, LS‖ and LSO were obtained in the strong scattering limit, i. e.
momentum relaxation only due to electron-impurity scattering. They are independent
of the scattering time. The resulting anisotropy of the spin relaxation lengths is
LS‖/LS⊥ ≈ 0.68 differing from the result obtained from two-component drift-diffusion
equations [100]. In the drift-diffusion approach a distinction was made between spins
polarized in- or out-of-plane with respect to the 2D system. Out-of-plane polarized
spins were expected to loose the phase on average twice as fast as in-plane polarized
spins.
Exemplary curves obtained from our calculations are shown in Fig. 5.1 for systems
with a very high constant Rashba SOC, λBR = 10
−3t = 2.5meV. We chose a large
spin-orbit coupling so spin relaxation is clearly visible by the naked eye. An oscillation
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Figure 5.1.: Spin transmission as a function of system length. (a) Parallel spin trans-
mission identifiable by the pure exponential decay in contrast to the case
of (b) perpendicular spin transmission. In the latter case the spin trans-
mission is described by an exponentially damped cosine. See text for
further details.
as predicted by Ref. [89] is visible and we, additionally, find the oscillation length to
be constant over a wide energy range and for different values of the mean-free path.
While qualitatively the anisotropy is correctly predicted from the KSBE ansatz a
quantitative disagreement regards the anisotropy factor, which we find to be exactly
0.5. Moreover the spin relaxation length on our numerical simulations is larger than
the one obtained from KSBEs by a factor 2 – 4.
We analyzed the DP spin relaxation also in the presence of intrinsic SOC and
found, according to our predictions, that ∆SO only weakly affects the spin relaxation
length. In Fig. 5.2 we compare the spin relaxation length to the size of the gap,
Eqn. (5.3). Deviations are only present for large values of ∆SO where the condition
λBR,∆SO  EF is not fulfilled anymore. The anisotropy ratio is 0.5.
In the major part of our numerical calculations the spin relaxation length stays con-
stant when the mean free path changes. We calculate momentum and spin relaxation
times from the corresponding lengths using
τp = ltr/vF , (5.16)
τS = L
2
S/D, (5.17)
with the diffusion constant D = 12vF ltr =
1
2v
2
F τp. As expected from the drift-diffusion
equations [100] as well as from the KSBE [89] the spin relaxation length scales as the
inverse of the momentum relaxation time, τS ∝ 1/τp.
To summarize, we investigated the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism in graphene showing
the coexistence of spin precession and relaxation confirming results from Zhang and
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Figure 5.2.: Spin relaxation length for different strengths of the intrinsic SOC, ∆SO,
and for different injection axes. The Bychkov-Rashba SOC is fixed at
λBR = 0.001t. Dashed lines are proportional to the spin-splitting. As-
sumptions made in the calculation of the gap size lead to deviations when
∆SO/EF approaches unity.
Wu obtained from KSBE [89]. Due to approximations made in the analytical deriva-
tion of the spin dynamics no exact correspondence was found in the observation of the
anisotropy of the spin relaxation. The analytical result can nevertheless be used to
estimate the approximate spin relaxation length (up to a factor of 2− 4) in graphene
due to the DP mechanism. For strong disorder potentials, V0 = 0.2t, we observe a
deviation from the expected relation between scattering time and spin relaxation time,
and also the dependence on ∆SO is more pronounced. We already mentioned that for
those values the calculation of the spin splitting is not easy anymore but is also hints
at a crossover to the Elliot-Yafet mechanism which is described in detail in the next
section.
5.2. Elliot-Yafet mechanism in graphene
When the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism is dominant spin relaxes by precession in an
effective magnetic field between scattering events. The opposite case – spin gets
changed simultaneously with momentum scattering – is called Elliot-Yafet spin re-
laxation mechanism.
In Elliot’s original work [97] and Yafet’s later extension [98], spin relaxation em-
anates from states with only approximately defined spin
|k,+〉 = αk|↑〉+ βk|↓〉, (5.18)
where |αk|  |βk| allowing the assignment as spin up or down. This admixture is
assumed due to the presence of a weak spin-orbit coupling. Scattering off a potential,
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diagonal in spin space, has a finite spin flip probability due to this spin superposition
with the transition rate calculated via Fermi’s Golden rule,
τ−1s ∝ τ−1p
λ2
∆E2
. (5.19)
Here, λ is the strength of the spin orbit coupling, and ∆E is the separation to the
nearest band with the same transformation properties. The linear relation between
momentum and spin relaxation rate shown in equation (5.19) is the signature leading
to a classification for a system showing EY type spin relaxation in contrast to DP type
spin relaxation with an indirect proportionality between τs and τp [see Eq. (5.1)].
Ochoa et al. [92] published a relation similar to equation (5.19) for graphene with
Bychkov-Rashba SOC,
τ−1s ∝
(2λBR)
2
E2F
τ−1p , (5.20)
calling it the Elliot relation for graphene. We investigate the EY spin relaxation
mechanism numerically. The system used for that purpose is defined by a Hamiltonian
H =H0 +HSOI(∆SO, λBR) +HZeeman(B) + V
∑
i
e
−x
2
i+y
2
i
ξ2 |i〉〈i|. (5.21)
Electrons are scattered at the potential defined in the last term of the Hamiltonian
centered around (x, y) = (0, 0) with a Gaussian decay and a decay length ξ. The
system is subjected to a background spin-orbit coupling (∝ λBR and ∝ ∆SO). We
calculate all scattering amplitudes tij,σσ′ and the total spin flip probability
Tsf =
∑
i,j;σ
|tij,σ(−σ)|2. (5.22)
The spin index σ is assigned with respect to a quantization axis defined by the system
or to some spin expectation values, respectively. To avoid the influence of edges we
assume periodic boundary conditions in the lateral direction.
To verify the Elliot-Yafet relation given in Ref. [92] we defined a system with only
Bychkov-Rashba background SOC. Spin up and down are defined by the eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian. Hence, the polarization axis is orthogonal to the electron’s mo-
mentum. Numerically calculating the spin-flip probability, Eq. (5.22), we find
Tsf ∝ E−2 and (5.23)
Tsf ∝ λ2BR, (5.24)
as predicted by Ochoa et al. [92]. The numerical results are shown in Fig. 5.3. The
given system, however, does not allow to determine the relation between scattering
time and spin relaxation time.
A serious shortcoming of this method shall be mentioned. We calculated the scat-
tering probability between the two spin-subbands but only in this particular case we
can identify it with a spin flip. For instance, calculation of charge currents usually re-
quires an integration over different angles of incoming electrons and, thus, over modes
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Figure 5.3.: The verification of the Elliot relation predicted in Ref. [92] showing the
spin flip probability both as a function of energy E and Bychkov-Rashba
SOC λBR. The predicted course is indicated by dashed lines.
in different spin states. Another example where this interpretation of spin relaxation
fails is the case of a nanoribbon of sufficiently large width or high energy such that it
carries several transverse modes. In that case each mode is classified along an indi-
vidual spin quantization axis not necessarily parallel to the axes of other modes due
to the different velocity directions. Again, calculating the total transmission implies
summing over different spin states.
We next show numerical results for systems where the provided Elliot relation (5.20)
holds and extend it to other, more general systems. To this end we include a small
Zeeman term, which lifts the spin degeneracy in the leads and provides a spin po-
larization axis. Spin-up and -down states are, however, only approximately defined
[see equation (5.18)] in the presence of SOC and provided that the Zeeman splitting
exceeds the strength of the SOC. The term spin flip will be used with respect to these
states. The effect of the Zeeman field on the scattering is negligible as the length
an electron propagates during a Larmor oscillation is several orders above the system
length.
Revisiting Eqn. (5.20) in this case reveals that the given Elliot relation also holds
for more general systems when the spins are polarized along a magnetic field parallel
to the z-axis. The spin flip probability then is a function of (λBR/EF )
2. We find a
similar relation also when considering only the intrinsic SOC for spins polarized in
the graphene plane. For that case we find within the whole parameter range under
consideration
Tsf, x ∝ ∆
2
SO
E2F
. (5.25)
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Figure 5.4.: Anisotropy of the Elliot-Yafet mechanism. In-plane (green) and out-of-
plane (red) spin flip probability are numerically calculated for different
values of the intrinsic SOC. The strength of Bychkov-Rashba SOC is
λBR = 3× 10−5t.
Spins polarized out-of-plane are never influenced from the intrinsic SOC in this EY
setup also when considering both intrinsic and Bychkov-Rashba SOC at the same
time. The influence of the intrinsic SOC is visualized in Fig. 5.4.
One has to be cautious that deviations from this simple Elliot relation exist. In-
plane spin relaxation with Bychkov-Rashba SOC is insensitive to energy changes,
Tsf,x ∝ λ2BRE0F . (5.26)
In the case of both types of SOC it is insensitive to a change in λBR as long as the
strength of the Bychkov-Rashba SOC is comparable to ∆SO.
Anticipating the following chapter we also comment on spin scattering due to a
potential off-diagonal in spin space,
Hoff =iδ∆SO
3
√
3
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉;σ,σ′
e
− x¯
2
ij+y¯
2
ij
ξ2 vijc
†
i,σ(sz)σσ′cj,σ′
+
2iδλBR√
3
∑
〈i,j〉;σ,σ′
e
− x¯
2
ij+y¯
2
ij
ξ2 c†i,σ [(dij × s)z]σσ′ cj,σ′ .
(5.27)
Here (x¯ij/y¯ij) are the coordinates of the center between lattice sites i and j. A locally
increased curvature or several types of adatoms might induce such an increased local
spin-orbit coupling like hydrogen or fluorine which form a covalent bond with the
carbon atoms in the graphene sheet. The induced spin-orbit coupling can reach values
up to several meV leading to a spin-flip rate several orders of magnitude larger than
calculated for scatterers diagonal in spin space.
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We calculate the spin scattering rates for the perturbations off-diagonal in spin space
from the Dirac Hamiltonian terms,
DSO = τδ∆SO

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1
 , and (5.28)
DBR = iδλBR

0 0 0 (1− τ)
0 0 (1 + τ) 0
0 −(1 + τ) 0 0
−(1− τ) 0 0 0
 , (5.29)
using Fermi’s golden rule and assuming k-isotropic scattering:
in-plane out-of-plane
wSO =
2pi
~
2(δ∆SO)
2
~vF
ρ(EF ), wSO = 0,
wBR =
2pi
~
2(δλBR)
2
~vF
ρ(EF ), and wBR =
2pi
~
4(δλBR)
2
~vF
ρ(EF ).
Scattering rates are proportional to the density of states ρ(EF ). Apparently, also the
EY mechanism exhibits anisotropic spin relaxation. It is, however, sensitive to the
intrinsic spin-orbit coupling over the whole parameter range in contrast to DP spin
relaxation.
Numerically we find that the spin-flip probability Tsf depends quadratically on the
strength of the local spin-orbit coupling (both intrinsic and Bychkov-Rashba). In
contrast to the aforementioned spin relaxation rate for background SOC it does not
depend on Fermi energy. In Fig. 5.5 we plot exemplary data for a system with Bychkov-
Rashba SOC both as a background term and a perturbation. We see a competition
between the background SOC and the one induced in the scattering region. Spin flip is
dominated by the stronger parameter. The background SOC is, however, not expected
to reach values as high as the ones induced from adatoms.
From these calculations it is hard to judge about the EY mechanism as the relevant
spin relaxation mechanism. Spin flip probabilities from background SOC are very low.
A simple extrapolation neglecting correlations between different scattering sites cannot
result in a notable spin relaxation. In the last section we saw that spin relaxation while
still weak could nearly completely be attributed to the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism.
On the other hand, a local enhancement of spin-orbit coupling significantly increases
spin flip. We keep the question open for further treatment in this thesis.
5.3. Summary
We have investigated both the Dyakonov-Perel and the Elliot-Yafet spin relaxation
mechanisms in graphene. Dyakonov-Perel spin relaxation is characterized by an in-
direct proportionality between spin and momentum relaxation rate. For a careful
choice of the spin polarization the spin signal is showing cosine-shaped oscillations.
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Figure 5.5.: Spin flip probability Tsf as a function of a Bychkov-Rashba perturbation
δλBR at different values of the background SOC. For the numerical cal-
culation we used the perturbation, Eq. (5.27), with δ∆SO set to zero.
All curves eventually converge against the quadratic dependence on the
Rashba impurity strength (dashed line).
We also showed how spin can be scattered by spin-independent potentials, leading to
Elliot-Yafet spin relaxation.
For the distinction in experiments a back-gate-sweep is performed to measure the
spin-relaxation time at different momentum scattering times and to choose the domi-
nant spin relaxation mechanism by their relation. We showed that due to the complex
energy dependence of the Elliot-Yafet spin flip probability this procedure might be
misleading. Indeed the calculations for graphene show predominantly characteris-
tics of Dyakonov-Perel spin relaxation, which has seldomly been observed experimen-
tally [104], while from experiments, mostly, the Elliot-Yafet mechanism is favored
[76, 78, 79, 81, 105].
A more profound analysis could be given by comparing spin relaxation with respect
to different polarization axes and possibly for different values of the spin-orbit param-
eters. Anisotropic spin relaxation is also known from electron systems with parabolic
dispersion. There it can be used, for instance, to compare the ratio between Rashba
and Dresselhaus SOC parameters. An equality of those is required to observe the per-
sistent spin helix (PSH) [22, 21] which is a phenomenon observable in two-dimensional
electron systems where Dyakonov-Perel spin relaxation is completely suppressed. In
graphene there is no Dresselhaus term [106], the intrinsic spin-orbit coupling is known
to keep the average direction of the effective magnetic field unchanged so no PSH is
to be expected for graphene.
In any case studying anisotropic spin relaxation in graphene could help getting
answers about the dominant spin relaxation mechanism. Experimental obstacles have
prevented such an analysis so far. The form anisotropy of the usually used cobalt or
palladium contacts prefers magnetization in one direction. Forcing the magnetization
of the contacts to another direction implies very strong magnetic fields. Altering the
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intrinsic SOC is also not feasible. Optical spin injection and detection is a possible
route for this analysis.
On the other hand, the discrepancy between experimental and theoretical spin re-
laxation rate suggests other mechanisms or sources of spin relaxation. The influence
of locally increased SOC was already shortly addressed in the context of Elliot-Yafet
spin relaxation For local spin splitting in the range of O(10−3t) a substantial increase
of the spin-flip probability, Tsf, was obtained. Such a system acts as a building block
for spin-orbit disorder which will be the focus of the next chapter.
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6. The Sherman spin relaxation
mechanism in graphene
In the previous chapter we presented the Dyakonov-Perel and the Elliot-Yafet spin
relaxation mechanism and showed that in graphene they, alone, cannot be responsible
for spin relaxation in graphene. To explain the spin relaxation rate in the whole
temperature range, Refs. [88, 90] refer to locally increased SOC from adatoms which is
randomized in position space. In this chapter we want to focus on the inclusion of such
spin-orbit fields fluctuating in position space. While the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism
is based on randomization of the time-evolution of an electron state in k-space, the
randomization of the spin-orbit coupling in position space also potentially relaxes spin.
This mechanism was proposed for graphene by Dugaev et al. [87] based on works for
two-dimensional electron gases with a parabolic dispersion [37, 38]. Nowadays it is
often referred to as Sherman spin relaxation mechanism after the author of Ref. [37]
who also contributed to Refs. [38, 87]. Dugaev et al. [87] considered local fluctuations
of a Bychkov-Rashba SOC due to rippling of the graphene surface. SOC from ripples
implies a large correlation length for randomized spin-orbit parameters with low peak
values. Moreover, ripples create Rashba coupling while leaving the intrinsic SOC
untouched.
Adsorbed adatoms are another possibility to obtain a position dependence of the
SOC. Castro-Neto and Guinea suggested a phenomenological model for adatoms on
graphene which locally induce a partial sp3-hybridization of the carbon orbitals, and,
hence, increase the SOC around the adatoms [40]. They, too, predicted an enhance-
ment of Rashba coupling only. Weeks et al. [96] showed that the presence of heavy
adatoms – indium and thallium – alters bandstructure and eigenstates in a way equiva-
lent to the intrinsic SOC. In the case of adatoms the correlation length of the spin-orbit
disorder is much shorter than for the ripples considered by Dugaev et al. Peak values
of the spin-orbit coupling will, however, be larger by several orders of magnitude.
In this chapter we present the effective model used for our numerical calculations
and show how the results for the short-ranged Rashba disorder can be compared to
the results for long-range Rashba disorder. Similar investigations have been performed
by Zhang and Wu [39] using a KSBE ansatz. Our results shall be compared to those
results and will be distinguished from the spin relaxation mechanisms presented in the
last chapter.
We will start in the next section by introducing the analytic description of the
Sherman model and adopt it to the short range spin-orbit disorder induced by adatoms
in the following chapter. Our numerical calculations will be compared to analytical
predictions afterwards. Finally, we will summarize that and explain why this model
also fails to explain the high spin relaxation rate found in spin transport experiments
in graphene.
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6.1. Sherman spin relaxation mechanism
To obtain the spin relaxation rate by randomized spin-orbit coupling, E. Sherman and
his co-workers [37, 38, 87] calculated the time evolution of the spin-density matrix
sk from the kinetic equation for the density matrix ρk. This technique is originally
known from Ref. [107] where it was used to include the effects of SOC in the study of
spin currents. The relevant parts are
∂ρk
∂t
=
1
i~
[Hpre, ρk] +
(
∂ρk
∂t
)
coll
, (6.1)
where the right-hand side contains the von-Neumann equation for the density matrix,
describing spin precession Hpre, and spin relaxation due to scattering, the so-called
collision integral. The Boltzmann equation defines the time dependence of the density
matrix of momentum k. Different momenta are coupled through the collision integral.
We neglected further terms usually included for the description of drift and diffusion.
These would define the spatial distribution of electron- and spin-density. We, however,
want to restrict ourselves to the time-evolution of the spin polarization.
It is instructive to oppose the Sherman spin relaxation mechanism to the Dyakonov-
Perel mechanism. The latter one was based on the randomization of the particle
movement in k space and, hence, on a randomization of the effective magnetic field an
electron is experiencing during its propagation. For the Sherman mechanism a position
dependence of the spin-orbit coupling is important leading to a randomization of the
effective magnetic field during electron propagation and to spin relaxation even for
constant wave vector k.
The idea is shortly summarized in a classical picture. In a diffusive mesoscopic
conductor different paths connect the two leads, but an individual effective spin-orbit
coupling along each path leads to different phases for different paths. Summing over
these phases the spin signal becomes reduced in comparison to the incoming state.
We will sketch calculations from Ref. [87] for the collision integral for random Rashba
coupling, (
∂ρk
∂t
)
coll
= −4ksz sˆk
pivF~2
∫ 2k
0
C(q)√
4k2 − q2 dq. (6.2)
Here, C(q) is the Fourier transform of the two-point correlation function of the spin-
orbit disorder. In that case without electrostatic potential disorder, the collision in-
tegral is proportional to the spin-density matrix appearing in the separation of the
density matrix,
ρk = ρ0,k + sz sˆk, (6.3)
between the spin-independent part, ρ0,k, and the spin-dependent part, sˆk. The k-space
correlator of the Rashba disorder from Ref. [87] is
C(q) = 2pi〈λ2〉ξ2e−qξ, (6.4)
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where ξ is the correlation length of the Rashba disorder and 〈λ2〉 = ∫ drλ2(r). Anal-
ogous calculation have been performed by Zhang and Wu [39] who obtain a slightly
different result,
C(q) = 4pi〈λ2〉ξ2e−ξ2q2 , (6.5)
as they assume a different real space correlation of their disorder.
The obtained spin relaxation rate following Dugaev et al. [87] is
1
τS
=
4pikF
vF~2
〈λ2〉ξ2[I0(2kF ξ)− L0(2kF ξ)], (6.6)
with I0 and L0 being the modified Bessel and Struve functions of zeroth order. The
expression can be approximated for both the semiclassical (kξ  1) and the quantum
case (kξ  1),
1
τS
=
4ξ
vF~2
〈λ2〉
{
1 kξ  1,
pikξ kξ  1. (6.7)
Zhang and Wu obtain an equivalent result. In the following section the calculation of
the spin relaxation rate shall be adopted to short-range spin-orbit disorder induced
by adatoms.
6.2. Impurity-Induced Spin-Orbit Coupling in Graphene
Castro-Neto and Guinea suggested the presence of adatoms to enhance the spin-orbit
coupling locally [40]. This increased SOC then drops to zero already at a distance of
one lattice constant from the adatom. Calculations suggest that spin relaxation due
the spin-orbit coupling from adsorbed adatoms is the the dominant spin relaxation
mechanism in graphene as both the Elliot-Yafet as well as the Dyakonov-Perel signa-
tures of spin relaxation in experiments can be reproduced [39]. Further, in Ref. [39]
spin relaxation time obtained from numerically solving the kinetic spin Bloch equa-
tions are in line with experimental data if parameters are chosen appropriately. We
want to use a tight-binding model including such spin-orbit impurities to gain an un-
derstanding of the involved spin relaxation mechanism and to judge on its ability to
lead to a high spin relaxation rate.
Bychkov-Rasha spin-orbit coupling in graphene (see chapter 3.2) relies on an ex-
trinsic coupling between different carbon orbitals. Castro-Neto and Guinea sug-
gested a local sp3 hybridization of the carbon atoms which form a covalent bond
with the adatoms. In the sp3 hybridized state the pi bonds encounter a strongly en-
hanced spin-orbit coupling. The coupling should reach values up to 5meV. They
parametrize the amount of hybridization with the factor A ranging from 0 for sp2
hybridized atoms to 0.5 for fully sp3 hybridized atoms. The local value of the SOC is
λ(r) = A(r)
√
3(1−A2(r))λatSO, where λatSO is the atomic spin-orbit coupling strength
of carbon (≈ 7meV). In contrast to Ref. [87] where a low SOC strength but large cor-
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relation length was assumed, Ref. [40] leads to the opposite scenario. We re-derived
the Sherman spin relaxation rate for this case in Appendix C,
1
τS(k)
=
2pi〈λ2〉
vf~2
ξ
{
8ξk ξk  1
3
2 ξk  1
(C.12)
which is the same as for the correlations considered in Refs. [87, 39] except for some
prefactors. While the slowly varying SOC from ripples implies the semiclassical limit,
the increased SOC from adatoms decays over only a few interatomic distances where
the quantum case is relevant. For that case we obtain
1
τS
=
16piξ2AdkF
vF~2
〈λ2〉 = 16piξ
2
AdEF
v2F~3
〈λ2〉 = 6pi
2ξ4Adλ
2
AdρAdEF
v2F~3
, (6.8)
where λAd is the peak strength of the spin-orbit interactions induced by the adatoms.
In this model approach we simulate the presence of adatoms by choosing a set of
NAd carbon sites as centers of the spin-orbit disorder. We explained the possibility of
increased Rashba SOC but we also know about the possibility of increased intrinsic
SOC by adatoms [96]. Consequently, both intrinsic and Bychkov-Rashba SOC are
altered in the vicinity of the NAd sites. The strength of this modifications decays as
f(r) = A(r)
√
3(1−A2(r)), (6.9)
where r is the distance from a center of the spin-orbit disorder, and the hybridization
parameter A(r) exhibits an exponential decay A(r) = exp(−r/ξAd) with the decay
length ξAd. As the pz electrons in the sp
3 hydridized atoms are involved in σ-bonds
instead of the pi-bonds as in pristine graphene, we would also expect momentum scat-
tering from the presence of adatoms which is represented by an electrostatic potential
with the same functional form as the spin-orbit parameters. The influence of these
parameters shall be investigated in the following sections as well as the influence of
non-physical parameters like adatom density ρAd and decay length ξAd.
6.3. Numerical Results
We use the recursive Green’s function method presented in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 to
calculate transmission T , and spin transmission Tsµ with respect to quantization axis
µ. We include the local fluctuations of the potentials due to adatoms presented in the
last section and a background disorder potential already previously used before in this
thesis,
Vdis(x) =
Ndis∑
i=1
Vie
−|x−xi|2/2σ2dis . (5.2)
An impression of the potential landscape is given in Fig. 6.1. Mean-free path ltr, spin
relaxation length LS and spin precession length LSO are extracted according to equa-
tions (5.10)–(5.12). In Fig. 6.2 we show the average spin transmission for one set of
parameters where the average is calculated with respect to different configurations of
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Figure 6.1.: Visualization of the potential landscape in our simulated graphene sys-
tems. We have a long-range background-potential leading to the forma-
tion of electron-hole puddles. The adatoms induce a short-range potential.
In the sketch we can see p- and n-doped regions in red and blue color,
respectively. They are separated by white charge-neutrality lines.
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Figure 6.2.: Normalized spin transmission TSz/T as a function of system length L.
Solid line is a fit to an exponentially damped cosine, and red dots show
the numerically calculated spin transmission. Calculations have been per-
formed for an adatom concentration of 7%, which induces a local Rashba
spin-orbit coupling with a strength of 8meV.
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potential and spin-orbit disorder. We chose showcase parameters to render the char-
acteristics visible. The form is an exponentially damped cosine as we have obtained
before from the calculations for the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism. Note that the cosine
shape of the spin transmission hints at two things. First, a notable spin precession is
present in the system indicating Dyakonov-Perel spin relaxation. Second, the average
spin-orbit coupling is finite which is an artifact of the numerical procedure assigning
local spin-orbit coupling moments to the individual impurities.
We first verify the Sherman spin relaxation rate. For ballistic transport the spin
relaxation length is directly proportional to the spin relaxation time,
LballisticS = vF τS =
√
3
16pi2
(ta)3
ξ4Adλ
2
AdρAdEF
, (6.10)
using the quantum mechanical extrapolation of the Sherman spin relaxation rate,
Eq. (6.8). For typical parameters, ξAd = a, λAd = 0.002t, EF = 0.1t, the spin
relaxation length at ρAd = 0.002/a
2 ≈ 1012/cm2 is approximately 1mm. If transport
is diffusive, i. e. LS  ltr, the spin relaxation is proportional to the square root of the
spin relaxation time τS and we get
LdiffusiveS =
√
DτS =
√
ltr
2
√
LballisticS =
√
ltr
2
√ √
3
16pi2
(ta)3
ξ4Adλ
2
AdρAdEF
. (6.11)
The spin relaxation length with the aforementioned parameters at a mean-free path
of O(102nm) is of the order of 1µm.1 We varied the mean free path by changing the
disorder parameters. In Fig. 6.3 we plot how for these cases the spin relaxation length
depends on ρAdξ
4
Ad. We can identify the ballistic regime where LS ∝ 1/(ξ4AdρAd).
The ballistic formula also applies for weakly disordered systems, in the quasi-ballistic
regime where the mean-free path is comparable to the system size. By increasing
disorder both mean-free path and spin relaxation length get reduced and we can
identify a diffusive regime of spin relaxation where LS ∝
√
1/(ξ4AdρAd). Notably we
obtain spin relaxation lengths larger than the analytical estimate by a factor of 10.
Numerical calculations also confirm the relation between the spin relaxation and
the induced Rashba spin-orbit coupling, λAdBR; see Fig. 6.4.
Which other signatures does the adatom-assisted Sherman mechanism show? The
numerical calculation of spin transport for a large number of graphene samples at
different parameters reveals how obstructive the classification in terms of EY or DP
spin relaxation can be. We find that spin relaxation length is not independent of
the mean-free path. Equation (6.11) suggests a square root dependence between the
mean-free path and the spin relaxation length. We find a power law behavior lying
between the linear relation from EY mechanism and the square root dependence. We
plotted the effective parameters ltr, and LS in Fig. 6.5. Evaluating the spin-flip ratio
Γsf as a function of the momentum scattering rate τ
−1
p , Fig. 6.6, hints at a linear
relation. However, these statements are rather tentative due to the uncertainty of
1ρAd = 0.002/a
2 is a rather large density for spin-orbit impurities if we assume them to be adsorbed
adatoms. Densities lower by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude are expected if adatoms are not deposited
artificially.
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Figure 6.3.: Dependence of spin relaxation length on ”Sherman parameter” for ballis-
tic and diffusive systems. Dashed lines indicate the ballistic expectation
value, LS ∝ ξ−4Adρ−1Ad, and the diffusive expectation value LS ∝ ξ−2Adρ−1/2Ad .
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Figure 6.4.: Spin relaxation length as a function of increased Rashba coupling λAdBR for
diffusive systems; the dashed line is proportional to 1/λAdBR.
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Figure 6.5.: LS as a function of ltr. Spin relaxation is induced by adatoms which create
a random SOC. They are not connected linearly (pink line) like in EY spin
relaxation. Still spin scattering increases when momentum scattering gets
stronger. From the theory of the Sherman spin relaxation, a square root
dependence would rather be expected (green line).
the numerical calculations. In any case, there is a clear influence of the mean free
path on spin relaxation length which would not be expected from Dyakonov-Perel
spin relaxation, and in the simple classification scheme the EY mechanism would be
favored without knowing the microscopic details.
It turned out that the inclusion of intrinsic spin-orbit coupling from the adatoms
has a distinct influence on in-plane and out-of-plane polarized spins. We plot how
the spin flip ratio Γsf evolves as a function of ∆
Ad
SO/λ
Ad
BR in Fig. 6.7 and discover a
large resemblance with the anisotropy of the Elliot-Yafet spin relaxation, Fig. 5.4. A
negligible change of the spin flip ratio with increasing ∆AdSO for out-of-plane polarized
spin is contrasted by a significant increase of Γsf for in-plane polarized spins.
We want to emphasize that spin relaxation lengths are obtained from calculations
at high concentrations of sites with increased spin-orbit coupling. Otherwise spin
relaxation is very weak and our systems are too short to fit the exponential decay of the
spin transmission at sufficiently high accuracy. In those cases we considered the spin-
flip ratio Γsf = Tsf/Tsc, the ratio between spin-flip and spin-conserving transmission
probabilities. Notably, the systems we considered are 2µm long. Consequently, as spin
decay at this length is rather weak, spin relaxation lengths in our simulated systems
is clearly larger than reported spin relaxation lengths.
6.4. Discussion and Summary
Both spin precession and spin-flip scattering seem to be involved in the spin relaxation
from fluctuating spin-orbit fields. While the relations between the different involved
physical parameters pretend that the Elliot-Yafet mechanism is the dominant spin
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Figure 6.6.: The spin flip ratio Γsf = T↓↑/T↑↑ as a function of the system’s mean free
path. Parameters are ρAd = 0.001, λAd = 0.01t, and values for ∆
Ad
SO are
given in the legend. We plotted out-of-plane (red curve) and in-plane spin
relaxation (black curves). The out-of-plane spin flip ratio is not affected
by ∆AdSO.
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Figure 6.7.: Spin relaxation length as a function of ∆AdSO at ρAd = 0.001, λ
Ad
BR = 0.01t,
EF = 0.11t. The anisotropy of LS can be controlled by varying the
intrinsic spin-orbit coupling induced by the adatoms.
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relaxation mechanism in graphene, the oscillatory spin transmission is an indication
for Dyakonov-Perel spin relaxation.
Besides this conceptional investigation of the spin relaxation due to random fluctu-
ations of the spin-orbit coupling we draw also general conclusions on the potential of
explaining the high spin relaxation rate found in experiments. In all the presented data
spin relaxation lengths are several orders above the experimentally found O(1µm).
We can choose parameters to reproduce this high spin relaxation rate. Therefore lo-
cal peak heights of Bychkov-Rashba spin-orbit coupling λAdBR = 0.003t = 7.8meV at
adatom densities ρAd ≥ 0.01 would be required.
We know from section 5.2 that a single impurity with similar parameters leads to a
spin-flip probability of 10−6. Neglecting correlations between impurities this spin-flip
probability is simply multiplied by the number of scattering centers to obtain the spin
flip ratio. So, the total number of impurities should be O(105) to achieve sufficiently
large spin relaxation. This is the case for ρAd ≥ 0.01. Zhang and Wu proposed
an interplay between Dyakonov-Perel spin relaxation and spin-flip from a random
Rashba field [39]. In our numerical calculations Dyakonov-Perel spin relaxation is
of minor importance. With a decay length of 1.1a for the spin-orbit coupling and a
Fermi velocity of 106m/s an electron spends τD ≈ 1 femtosecond in the zone around
an adatom. Assuming an average spin splitting of O(1meV) implies spin precession
times τLarmor between 100fs and 1ps. From that it follows that τD  τLarmor and,
hence, motional narrowing suppresses spin relaxation according to the Dyakonov-
Perel mechanism. The oscillatory part of the spin transmission has to be attributed
to a residual finite average spin-orbit coupling. Hence, spin-flip scattering from the
spin-orbit disorder is dominating over Dyakonov-Perel like spin relaxation.
In summary, while studying the effective modeling of adatoms in graphene gives in-
teresting insights into spin transport physics in graphene, this model seems inadequate
to describe the real situation encountered in experiments. This judgment is mainly
justified by the large discrepancy of the numerically calculated and the experimentally
measured spin relaxation times. The adatom densities required to achieve sufficiently
large spin relaxation rates were too large. We, however, do not refuse the potential of
adatoms to be a possible source of the high spin relaxation rate in graphene and want
to stress that no coincidence between experiment and theory can be achieved within
this model. In the next chapter we present a more realistic way of modeling adatoms
in graphene. That model will allow for a resonant state forming in the vicinity of the
adatom enhancing both the lifetime of the electron near the adatom as well as the
spin flip rate by a single impurity.
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7. Atomistic description of adsorbed
adatoms
The previous chapters were dedicated to the investigation of spin relaxation in gra-
phene by spin-orbit coupling (SOC) which possibly exhibits fluctuations in position
space. While we obtained a deep insight into the physics of spin relaxation by SOC
in graphene we were not able to explain the relatively spin relaxation rates found in
the experiments. Neither the well-established mechanisms, like the Dyakonov-Perel
and the Elliot-Yafet mechanism due to background SOC nor the spin-orbit disorder
attributed to adsorbed adatoms (Sherman mechanism) gave sufficiently high rates for
parameters expected to occur in real experimental setups. The model used in the last
chapter, however, did not include resonance effects. To this end we implemented an
extended tight-binding model for graphene in the presence of adsorbates, which has
been developed in Refs. [95, 42, 43, 33].
Similar to the model used in chapter 6 the adsorption of adatoms to the graphene
surface results in strongly increased spin-orbit interaction for both hydrogen and fluo-
rine adatoms. For hydrogenated graphene, an additional formation of local magnetic
moments is predicted [33].
We will use the presented model to perform transport calculations and to quantify
the resulting spin relaxation. The role of resonant states as well as comparison between
SOC and local magnetic moments will be discussed.
7.1. Tight-binding model for adsorbates
We model adatoms as a single-level system with an on-site energy εAD [95, 108]. This
description is assuming adatoms to be located at top positions, i. e. directly above a
carbon site. Other adsorption positions are the bridge position, where the adatom is
sitting above the center of a carbon-carbon link, and the hollow position, where the
adatom is located in the center of one hexagon.
In the tight-binding description we include additional vertices representing the
adatom sites. Adatoms and their nearest-neighbor carbon sites are coupled through a
kinetic hopping element of strength T .
H =H0 + εAD
∑
m
h†mhm + T
∑
〈m,i〉
(h†mci + H.c.). (7.1)
Additionally, in the vicinity of the adatom the Bychkov-Rashba SOC
HAD, BR =2iΛBR
3
∑
〈CAd,j〉
{
A†σ[(dCAd,j × s) · zˆ]σσ′Bj,σ′ + H.c.
}
, (7.2)
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and the intrinsic SOC
HAD, I = iΛ
A
I
3
√
3
∑
〈〈CAd,j〉〉
vCAdj [A
†
σ(sz)σσ′cj,σ′ + H.c.]+
+
iΛBI
3
√
3
∑
〈〈Bi,Bj〉〉
vBiBj [B
†
σ(sz)σσ′Bj,σ′ + H.c.],
(7.3)
appear [95]. Sums are running over functionalized carbon adatoms, CAd, located be-
low the adsorbed adatoms or their nearest-neighbors, Bi, and their respective nearest-
neighbors 〈·〉 or next-nearest-neighbors 〈〈·〉〉. Moreover, we rewrite creation and an-
nihilation operators on the functionalied carbon sites as A
(†)
i and on their nearest-
neighbors as B
(†)
i for better readability and to emphasize their modified role. Local
strength of SOC is given by ΛBR/Λ
A/B
I . Apart from that differing coupling strength,
they correspond to the formerly used intrinsic and Rashba SOC.
An adatom at the top position breaks the sublattice symmetry giving rise to a
further spin-orbit coupling term
HAD,PIA =2iΛ
A
PIA
3
∑
〈〈CAd,j〉〉
{
A†σ[(dCAd,j × s) · zˆ]σσ′cj,σ′ + H.c.
}
+
+
2iΛBPIA
3
∑
〈〈Bi,Bj〉〉
{
B†σ[(di,j × s) · zˆ]σσ′Bj,σ′ + H.c.
}
,
(7.4)
which acts on the same next-nearest-neighbor links as the increased intrinsic SOC
(7.3).1 No term similar to the latter one has been included in the previous chapters of
this thesis. In other honeycomb materials like silicene and two-dimensional germanium
and tin a similar SOC has to be considered due to the buckled lattice structure with
the two sublattices shifted oppositely along the z-axis. There it is commonly labeled
intrinsic Rashba coupling [109]. We can approximate the PIA SOC in the effective
low-energy Hamiltonian by
DPIA = a
2
ΛPIA(kxsy − kysx), (7.5)
which resembles the Rashba SOC obtained for 2DEGs. Here a is the lattice constant,
kx/y are momentum operators. The effective magnetic field created from the PIA SOC
is lying in the x-y plane. It is perpendicular to the momentum as for Rashba SOC.
In contrast, spin splitting is proportional to the momentum instead of being constant.
We will later show its outstanding role in SOC mediated spin relaxation.
1The strength parameter is conventionally labeled as ΛPIA originating from Pseudospin Inversion
Asymmetry.
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Hydrogen Fluorine
εAD 0.062t ≈ 0.16eV −1.27t ≈ −3.3eV
T 2.885t ≈ 7.56eV 2.3t ≈ 5.98eV
ΛBR 1.27 · 10−4t ≈ 0.33meV 0.00435t ≈ 11.3meV
∆ASO −8.1 · 10−5t ≈ −0.21meV 0t = 0eV
∆BSO 0t = 0eV 0.0013t ≈ 3.2meV
ΛBPIA −2.96 · 10−4t ≈ −0.77meV −0.003t ≈ −7.9meV
Table 7.1.: Tight-binding parameters for the effective description of graphene with
adsorbed hydrogen or fluorine atoms. Parameters taken from Refs. [95, 33]
for hydrogen and from Refs. [42, 43] for fluorine.
Locally also spin splitting can be induced [33],
HAD, Zeeman =
∑
m,σ
[
h†mσ(JH · s)σσhmσ+
+
∑
i∈NN
B†i,σ(J1,ms)σσBi,σ
+
∑
i∈NNN
c†i,σ(J2,ms)σσci,σ
]
.
(7.6)
The outer sum is running over the adatom sites m and the spin splitting is given by
|JH |. No splitting is expected on the carbon under the adatom, but we expect spin
splittings of size |J1| on their nearest-neighbors, NN , and |J2| on their next-nearest-
neighbors, NNN . Magnetic moments around one adatom are parallel, JH ‖ J1 ‖ J2,
but they can have opposite signs. For different adatoms the magnetic moments need
not be parallel.
For fluorine adatoms a debate about the appearence of local magnetic moments
is still ongoing. Experimentally indications of magnetization in fluorinated graphene
have been found [110, 111, 112]. Density functional theory calculations disagree on this
question and for different choices of functionals either favor magnetism in fluorinated
graphene [113] or find it to be non-magnetic [114, 115, 116]. A final answer has not
been given yet.
In the case of hydrogenated graphene there is a consensus about the existence of
local magnetic moments [34, 33]. For the purpose of this work we rely on parameters
obtained from DFT calculations in Refs. [95, 33] for hydrogen. Orbital parameters and
SOC strengths are summarized in table 7.1. In hydrogenated graphene the expected
magnetic moments are JH = −0.32t, J1 = 0.27t, and J2 = −0.07t.
The parameters of fluorinated graphene are also listed in table 7.1 and are taken
from Refs. [42, 43]. When referring to fluorinated graphene we assume the absence of
local magnetic moments, JH = J1 = J2 = 0. For testing purposes we also performed
calculations in fluorinated graphene with magnetic moments. The parameters used in
that case will be stated in the corresponding passage.
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7.2. Density of states of fluorinated and hydrogenated
graphene
We calculate the density of states (DOS) for hydrogenated and fluorinated graphene
considering only the orbital contribution of the adatoms, neglecting the spin degree
of freedom. To this end we set up a rectangular graphene supercell and add one
single adatom. Opposite edges are connected by a complex valued hopping t · eiΦx/y
according to Bloch’s theorem. For each pair of Bloch phases Φx,Φy ∈ [0, 2pi[ we can
calculate the Hamiltonian’s eigenenergies. Eventually for a fine grid in Φx−Φy space
the eigenenergy distribution converges against the density of states.
We calculated the DOS for supercells of different sizes corresponding to different
adatom densities. The data shown in Fig. 7.1 was calculated for a supercell which
consists of approximately 1000 carbon atoms and 1 adatom. While the linear DOS of
graphene is already dominant we see particular clear deviations for both the hydro-
genated and the fluorinated case.
For hydrogenated graphene, the most drastic influence is the opening of a gap in
the spectrum with a very pronounced peak within the gap for the impurity state
which resides on and close to the adatom. The peak width is of the order O(0.001t) ≈
O(1meV). From the DOS we expect a strong influence on charge transport and assume
a strongly reduced transmission as hydrogenated graphene becomes isolating in the
adatom’s vicinity signalized by the opening of a gap.
The DOS of fluorinated graphene for energies above the charge neutrality point
coincides with the linear DOS of pristine graphene, it deviates for energies smaller
than zero. A pronounced peak like for hydrogenated graphene is not visible. Moreover,
there is no gap opening, but we can roughly identify the impurity state which is spread
over a large energy range by strong deviations from the DOS of pristine graphene.
So, we can predict already from the DOS the presence of strong momentum scat-
tering in functionalized graphene. The energy range where this enhanced scattering
is relevant differs for the considered elements.
We also calculated the local density of states (LDOS) near the adsorbates making
use of Eq. (2.5). For both types of considered adatoms we assert that the LDOS
is not symmetric with respect to energy; see Fig. 7.2 for comparison. The LDOS is
significantly smaller on the covered carbon atom than on its nearest-neighbors and on
the adatom itself. This difference is, however, much more pronounced for hydrogenated
than for fluorinated graphene.
When comparing DOS and LDOS of hydrogenated graphene we notice an influence
of the adatom in a wider energy range with two separate maxima. This is caused
by the leads’ level broadening reflecting the reduced lifetime of the states. In our
calculations leads exhibit an armchair edge which is known to induce both level shift
and level broadening [117]. The narrow peak of the DOS of hydrogenated graphene
allows for this observation. The DOS of fluorinated graphene shows to much noise to
determine a unique position and width of the impurity state, which in turn prevents
a detailed comparison with the LDOS.
The broken sublattice symmetry in functionalized graphene was already mentioned
in the last section when presenting the spin-dependent terms arising in the vicinity of
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Figure 7.1.: Density of states for hydrogenated (green) and fluorinated (red) graphene
at an adatom density of 10−3 compared with the DOS of pristine graphene
(black). The difference of the DOS of hydrogenated and fluorinated
graphene with respect to the DOS of pristine graphene is plotted in the
left panel.
Figure 7.2.: Local density of states at different points in the lattice for (a) hydro-
genated and (b) fluorinated graphene: the adatom, the functionalized
carbon site (CAd), its nearest-neighbors (NN), and its next-to-nearest-
neighbors (NNN).
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the adatom. The LDOS confirms this property. In Fig. 7.2 the pseudospin inversion
assymetry is reflected in the difference between yellow and green lines.
Both SOC and magnetization are of minor impact on the local density of states.
However, they are important for spin transport as will be substantiated in sections 7.4
and 7.5.
7.3. Adatoms and charge transport
To investigate charge transport we calculate the momentum scattering probability
of a single impurity. To this end, we consider a scattering region with a width of
65a ≈ 16nm containing one adatom and impose periodic boundary conditions along
the transverse direction. For this system we calculate the momentum scattering prob-
ability
Tp = N −
∑
i,σ
|tii,σσ|2, (7.7)
which is the sum of all scattering probabilities except for the diagonal transmission
probabilities, i. e. the non-scattered trajectories, subtracted from the total number of
open channels, N . It is the equivalent to the scattering probability obtained from
analytical calculations in the Born approximation.
Momentum scattering shows a non-monotonic dependence on the Fermi energy (see
Fig. 7.3). It is most effective close to the resonance energies that we already obtained
from the density of states. For hydrogenated graphene reaches values up to 0.7. Note
that the peak width in the transmission curve of hydrogenated graphene, Fig. 7.3,
covers a larger energy range than the peak in the density of states of comparable
systems. We attribute this to level broadening which is caused by the leads. The same
broadening has been seen in the local density of states. The equivalence to massless
Dirac fermions results in forbidden backscattering for electrons in graphene [72]. We
saw a manifestation of this property in the Klein tunneling studied in section 3.3.
Adatoms can enable backscattering as we see from diffusive transport for systems
with both a Gaussian background disorder, Eq. (5.2), and a random distribution of
adatoms. It becomes evident for transport close to charge neutrality, where there is
only one propagating channel per valley and spin which cannot be reflected in the
absence of adatoms.
In Fig. 7.4 we plotted the mean-free path of hydrogenated graphene as a function of
energy for different adatom concentrations. The mean-free path for systems without
adatoms is 4 orders larger than the system length. Formally we would interpret this
as a signature for ballistic systems but it is merely an indication of the forbidden
backscattering which in that case doesn’t allow to extract the momentum scattering
length from the total transmission. We have to assume diffusive transport in the sense
that there exists a momentum scattering length short compared to the system size.
Regardless, there is no decay of the transmission, T ∝ 1/L, as we have seen in the
multi-channel calculations.
Only in the presence of adatoms the mean free path gets reduced either by inducing
inter-valley scattering and/or by breaking chirality (see again Fig. 7.4). We assume
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Figure 7.3.: Momentum scattering rate of a single adatom. We plot the values for a
hydrogen adatom (blue line) and a fluorine adatom (green line).
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Figure 7.4.: Mean free path ltr as a function of energy E at different concentra-
tions ρH of hydrogen adatoms. The width of the graphene supercell is
180a ≈ 45nm. We can identify the single-mode region where backscatter-
ing is forbidden. The mean free path decreases linearly with the adatom
concentration. In the multi-channel regime, on the other hand, adatoms
do not influence the mean free path.
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both effects to be involved as apparently chirality, i. e. the strong coupling between
momentum and pseudospin, is broken by adatoms that break the sublattice symmetry.
On the other hand it is known that point-like defects introduce scattering between the
valleys in graphene. This finding holds for both hydrogen and fluorine adatoms.
7.4. Spin relaxation in random spin-orbit fields
We now turn our interest to spin transport by investigating the spin-flip potential
of the SOC induced by the adatoms. This is done in three steps. The first step is
the scattering from a single adatom similar to the model used for the investigation
of the Elliot-Yafet mechanism. We extend our investigations by considering many
adatoms scattered randomly over the scattering region. In a third step we consider
additional scattering by the well-known Gaussian disorder, Eq. (5.2) and extract spin
lifetimes following the procedure demonstrated already before by fitting predicted de-
cay functions, Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9), to the (spin) transmission of systems with different
lengths.
7.4.1. Spin-dependent scattering from a single adatom
For the system used to obtain the momentum scattering probability Tp, Eq. (7.7), we
additionally calculate the spin scattering rate
Tsf =
∑
i,j;σ
|tij,σ(−σ)|2. (7.8)
The spin-flip ratio Tsf/Tp is considered to be proportional to the Fermi’s Golden Rule
scattering rates’ ratio τ−1S /τ
−1
p . This calculation is performed for both hydrogen
and fluorine, but instead of working with the bare parameters obtained from DFT
calculations, we reduce the strengths of the SOC terms simultaneously by a factor
χSOC ∈ [0.001, 1].
The spin-flip ratio, Tsf/Tp, of both a hydrogen or a fluorine adatom shows only weak
dependence on Fermi energy. Its dependence on χSOC is quadratic and we find
Tsf/Tp =
{
2× 10−6χ2SOC fluorine,
8× 10−8χ2SOC hydrogen,
(7.9)
for in-plane polarized spins. The spin-flip ratio is twice as large for out-of-plane
polarized spins. We know that the same anisotropy ratio was also obtained for the
Elliot-Yafet spin relaxation in pure Rashba systems. A suppression of the influence
of the increased intrinsic SOC can, hence, be assumed, which we will analyze in more
detail in the next section. Notably, the spin-flip rates for both considered adatoms are
not significantly larger than for the formerly used model of spin-orbit disorder.
7.4.2. Spin-dependent scattering from a cluster of adatoms
We increase the system size to study the effect of many adatoms distributed randomly
over the scattering region. The considered systems are 70a wide and 1000a long. We
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Figure 7.5.: Spin-flip probability ΓS of (a) hydrogenated and (b) fluorinated graphene
as a function of Fermi energy. Adatom densities ρAd vary between 10
−5
and 10−3.
calculate total transmission T , Eq. (5.8), and spin transmission Tsµ, Eq. (5.9). No
other sources of scattering than the adatoms are present in the system. Again we
impose periodic boundary conditions.
The calculations of the spin-flip probability ΓS = Tsf/T = 1 − TS,z reveals the
importance of the newly introduced PIA SOC. In Fig. 7.5 we present calculations on
spin transport. Therein, solid lines represent the full tight-binding model. We also
modified the strengths of the different types of SOC but not simultaneously as in the
single adatom limit. For instance, a dotted line stands for adatoms only inducing PIA
SOC, while dashed lines stand for systems where there is no PIA contribution at all.
In hydrogenated graphene, ignoring the PIA contribution leads to a decreased spin-flip
probability by more than 3 orders of magnitude. In fluorinated graphene the difference
is not so crucial, but still the PIA SOC alone is the most effective term for spin-flip
in the whole energy range. The calculations show a more pronounced dependence on
Fermi energy as the ones for single adatoms reflected the DOS.
To understand the importance of the different SOC terms involves a comparison
with the local density of states. Let us first have a look at the Rashba SOC. It
leads to a spin flip probability proportional to |ΛBR〈B ↓|sx/y|A ↑〉|2, where |A ↑〉 is
the amplitude of the wavefunction on the covered atom, spin-up component, and
|B ↓〉 is the spin-down component of the wavefunction on one of its nearest-neighbors.
Both Λ2BR and the matrix element |〈B ↓|sx/y|A ↑〉|2 influence the size of the spin-
flip probability. But we already showed that the local density of states 〈A ↑|A ↑〉 is
suppressed and, for hydrogen, several orders of magnitude smaller than the density of
states on other carbon sites. This makes the increased Rashba SOC inefficient for spin
relaxation. A similar argument can be given for the intrinsic SOC. On the other hand
the PIA SOC involves only nearest-neighbors of the covered atoms. Since these lead to
a large spin-coupling matrix element |〈Bi ↓|sx/y|Bj ↑〉|2, compared to the other SOC
terms, spin-flip capability of the PIA term is rather large. Notably, the differences of
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Figure 7.6.: Spin polarization as extracted from (a) hydrogenated and (b) fluorinated
graphene. Because the exponential decay of TSz is too slow to effectively
extract the spin relaxation length we directly plot the final spin transmis-
sion.
wavefunction amplitudes on the involved carbon sites is more pronounced for hydrogen
adatoms than for fluorine.
A remarkable property of hydrogen adatoms is their potential in momentum relax-
ation. Close to charge neutrality, even low concentrations of adatoms (ρH ≥ 10−5)
reduce transmission to T < 1/2 which is in line with the results obtained in the single
adatom limit. Densities of ρH & 10−3 open a gap in the dispersion and turn graphene
into an insulator. Strong backscattering can also be obtained in fluorinated graphene.
It has, however, to be figured out if the energy range where fluorine adatoms lead to
strong momentum relaxation, is experimentally accessible.
7.4.3. Adatoms in diffusive graphene
While so far momentum relaxation has been induced by the local potentials from the
presence of adatoms we now include an additional background potential disorder Vdis
according to equation (5.2). We calculate transmission as a function of system length
and can use the results to obtain the mean free path ltr. Independent of the mean free
path spin relaxation was weak in our systems. In fact a reliable extraction of the spin
relaxation length, LS , was not feasible because the weak decay of the spin relaxation
led to large residuals in fitting the results to an exponential. Instead we plot in Fig.
7.6 the normalized spin transmission for L = 2µm. TSz is mostly significantly larger
than 0.9. A stronger decrease of the spin transmission can be observed close to the
resonance energies at high adatom concentrations. Note that hydrogenated graphene
becomes insulating at these large adatom concentrations. Moreover, the drop of the
spin polarization can be mainly ascribed to precession in the residual average spin-
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orbit field. Spin relaxation in the sense of a randomization happens on even longer
lengthscales.
These results and the ones obtained from the effective model, investigated in the
previous chapter, are not able to explain the spin relaxation rates in graphene. Rather,
we can safely assume that spin relaxation due to SOC is of little importance in most
experiments. In both models, adatom densities of ρAd > 0.01 are required for a
significant spin relaxation. Such densities can be obtained artificially [111] but for
most systems we can rule out the importance of spin relaxation due to spin-orbit
disorder since such large adatom densities would have been noticed in Raman spectra
or by scanning tunneling microscopy.
On the other hand we want to stress that the atomistic model features a complex,
non-monotonic dependence of spin transport on energy mainly determined by the
orbital part of the Hamiltonian which cannot be obtained from the effective model.
As SOC in no model considered so far in this work and in literature is suitable for
explaining the high spin relaxation rate we continue by including the formation of
magnetic moments in the next section.
7.5. Magnetic moment formation
Bare graphene is a non-magnetic material. It can, however, become magnetic under
certain circumstances. A prominent source of magnetism is the presence of zigzag
edges which will be a topic of this work (see Part II of this thesis and Ref. [118]).
Adatoms are a further source of magnetism as we already announced in section 7.1.
A comprehensive review of magnetism in graphene can be found in Ref. [34].
Similar to the previous chapter we investigate spin transport in the presence of
adatom-induced magnetism in two steps. We begin with the investigation of the spin-
flip ratio of a single adatom. Data relevant for experimentalists is then extracted from
calculations of diffusive graphene systems.
7.5.1. Single adatom limit
We use the same systems as for the investigation of SOC induced spin relaxation in
the single adatom limit. Now, we neglect SOC terms but set the magnetic moments
to finite values: JH = −χJ0.32t, J1 = χJ0.27t, and J2 = −χJ0.07t, where the scaling
factor χJ is used to simultaneously rescale the magnetic moments as we did before
with χSOC . The spin flip-ratio Tsf/Tp is calculated as a function of both χJ and E.
We summarize the results in Figs. 7.7 and 7.8. For small values of χJ  1 as well as
for energies away from the resonance energy the spin flip ratio scales quadratic in χJ .
At resonance we see a saturation of the spin-flip ratio. Its functional form is [33]
Tsf/Tp = Γsat
χ2J
χ2J + χ
2
0
. (7.10)
The curve is determined by the saturation value Γsat and by χ0 which defines a thresh-
old value. At this threshold spin rotation becomes fast enough to change the spin
orientation significantly during the lifetime of the impurity state. This lifetime is
inversely proportional to the spread of the state in energy space.
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Fitting our numerical results to Eq. (7.10) yields Γsat = 0.58 and χ0 = 0.51. For
χJ  χ0 the spin flip ratio goes as Tsf/Tp = 2.3χ2J which is severals orders of magnitude
larger than under the consideration of pure SOC, cf. Eq. (7.9).
We compare χ0JH to the width of the peak in the momentum scattering rate (see
Fig. 7.3) which is approximately ∆Epeak ≈ 0.05t. The peak width is smaller than the
spin splitting at the hydrogen site ∆Epeak = 0.05t < 0.16t = |χ0JH |. However, this
comparison neglects the magnetic moments on other lattice sites than on the adatom.
So we rather have to assume an effective reduced magnetization due to the opposite
direction of the involved magnetic moments. To substantiate this argument and to
make our results consistent, we repeated the calculation explicitly setting J1 = J2 = 0,
keeping only JH finite. We obtain Γsat = 0.42 and χ0 = 0.2 from this calculation where
|χ0JH | = 0.064t is only slightly larger than the resonance width. Similar perturbative
calculation performed by Denis Kochan [33] using the bare width of the DOS peak
obtain consistent results.
Magnetic moments located at the adatoms induce spin-flip ratios several orders of
magnitude larger than SOC. At saturation the ratio reaches values of order 0.1. In
combination with the high momentum relaxation rate found we expect a high efficiency
in spin relaxation from magnetic adatoms. Hence, we now investigate spin transport
in diffusive graphene with magnetic adatoms.
7.5.2. Resonant magnetic scatterers in diffusive graphene
In order to investigate spin relaxation from adatoms inducing magnetism in diffusive
graphene we, again, revert to the combination of randomly distributed adatoms and
the Gaussian background disorder, Eq. (5.2). Let us begin with the main result and
reveal a simple, but strong statement. From our numerics, we see that hydrogen
adatoms by their local magnetic moments lead to low spin relaxation times comparable
to the ones found in the experiments – even at low adatom concentrations. Resonant
magnetic scatterers are the strongest source of spin relaxation considered in this work,
and also in literature no other scattering mechanism of comparable spin-flip capability
has been presented. In the following we want to substantiate the importance of the
facts that we are dealing with magnetic impurities and resonant scattering.
The importance of magnetic adatoms is already apparent from the single adatom
limit when comparing the pure SOC case with the case of magnetic impurities. We
showed that the spin-flip ratio in the latter case exceeds the non-magnetic impurity by
several orders of magnitude. An argument to understand this difference is based on the
different nature of spin splitting in the two cases. Spin precesses around a constant axis
in the case of magnetization, i. e. a Zeeman term, the axis is changed simultaneously
with the momentum in the case of spin orbit coupling. Thinking of the impurity
state as a very small quantum dot the effective magnetic field of the SOC changes
its direction within very short timescales and this rapid randomization decreases the
efficiency of spin relaxation due to strong motional narrowing (see section 5.1). Spin
precession in a constant magnetic field is not affected by motional narrowing.
To investigate the importance of resonant scattering we perform calculations setting
T = 0, so hopping to the adatom is forbidden. Magnetic moments remain unchanged.
Note that effectively the magnetization on the adatom is removed from the system but
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Figure 7.7.: Spin-flip ratio as a function of energy E and scaling factor χJ . The factor
χJ is used to scale all magnetic moments involved in the model at the
same time. Here, χJ = 1 corresponds to the values obtained from DFT
calculations.
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Figure 7.8.: Spin-flip ratio as a function of scaling factor χJ for a few selected energies.
Numerical data is plotted as circles, the solid lines are fits to Eq. (7.10).
While the spin flip ratio at E = −0.06t (blue curve) and at E = 0.1t (red
curve) are completely determined by a quadratic behaviour, closer to the
resonance energy at E = 0.012t, preliminaries of a saturation can be seen.
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Figure 7.9.: Spin relaxation times obtained for systems with resonant impurities (green
line) and with non-resonant, magnetic disorder (red line); see text for
further details. The black line in the upper panel is the ratio between spin
relaxation times obtained from calculations without and with resonant
scatterers. Oscillations of the spin relaxation times exist due to opening
of new transverse channels in the leads.
we know from model calculations in the single adatom limits that this does not nec-
essarily imply a reduced effective magnetization because of the antiparallel alignment
of the different magnetic moments. We performed calculations in the multi-channel
regime which enables an extraction of the scattering length ltr. This excludes energies
too close to the resonance energy where the effect of resonant scattering is expected to
be even larger. We plot the resulting spin relaxation times in Fig. 7.9 (a). They were
calculated from the spin relaxation length assuming diffusive transport, τS = L
2
S/D.
The ratio between the spin relaxation times in the two considered cases, plotted in
Fig. 7.9 (b), starts from approximately 10 for energies far from the resonance and
exceeds 104 for the available energy closest to the resonance energy. Accordingly, spin
relaxation length has a maximum ratio of 102 between non-resonant and resonant
scattering.
To further investigate the dependence of spin relaxation on the size of the local
magnetic moments we repeat the calculations with magnetic moments, modified by a
factor χJ at an adatom concentration of ρH = 10
−4 and for different Fermi energies.2
From Fig. 7.10 we can identify the resonance energy slightly above charge neutrality
by the high spin relaxation rate even for strongly decreased magnetic moments. We
picked a set of energies used to obtain the data in Fig. 7.10 in order to achieve a better
look at the dependence of LS on χJ . These lines are shown in Fig. 7.11. From our
2We chose a large concentration of adatoms to make sure there is enough intervalley scattering in
the system so we can, reliably, determine the mean free path.
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Figure 7.10.: Spin relaxation length as a function of energy E and scaling factor χJ .
A low spin relaxation length LS ≈ 1µm, i. e. a high spin relaxation rate,
is seen at resonance energy. Away from that line, spin relaxation length
increases up to values of several millimeters.
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Figure 7.11.: Spin relaxation length as a function of scaling factor χJ at different en-
ergies. For resonance energy, we observe a saturation of LS at χJ = 0.2.
For lower values it decays linearly with χJ . At E = 520meV (and simi-
larly for E = −520meV, which is not plotted here), LS decays quadrat-
ically with χJ . For intermediate energies we see a gradual transition.
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discussion of the single-adatom limit it is known that spin relaxation time τS scales as
χ−2J until it eventually saturates. Since in diffusive systems the transversed distance
is associated with an average time t = L2/D we expect the spin relaxation length to
scale as χ−1J . This is exactly what we find at energies close to resonance. There, the
spin relaxation length saturates for χJ = 0.2 at LS = 100nm. For larger energies the
proportionality is rather χ−2J . This value is rather close to the average adatom-adatom
distance.
The simple comparison to the single adatom calculations and the appearance of
two different regimes should be handled with care. Although our numerics give no
concluding answer on this issue we want to comment on the appearance of the different
regimes. Spin-flip as obtained for one hydrogen adatom gives the ratio of spin-flip
probability to momentum scattering rate due to the impurity. We now consider an
additional source of momentum scattering, the Gaussian background disorder. It has
been shown that the impurity state decays differently with distance from the adatom
at different energies. Close to the resonance energy it is characterized by a power
law decay, while off resonance it decays exponentially [108]. The increased extent
of the impurity states close to resonance turns it into the dominant scatterer for
both momentum and spin relaxation and, thus, adatoms govern the overall transport
dynamics. A thorough analysis for spin relaxation in the presence of qualitatively
different scatterers whereof only one type is sensitive to spins is needed to explain the
behavior at energies far from the resonance. This, however, lies beyond the scope of
this thesis.
Finally, we present the spin relaxation times extracted numerically, and extrapolate
the values expected in experimental setups. Using the DFT values for the magnetic
moments, χJ = 1, we extract spin relaxation times ranging from O(10fs) at resonance
energy to O(1ns) at the edges of the examined energy range. Those calculations
were performed at an hydrogen concentration of ρH = 10
−4. We assume that the
spin relaxation rate scales linearly with the number of adatoms with an increased
spin relaxation time at lower concentrations. The average distance between adatoms
at the considered concentration of ρH = 10
−4 is 20nm. Such a large density is not
expected for graphene unless added artificially. Moreover, it can be excluded that
such high densities are a result of the fabrication process as they would be observed
in Raman spectra or scanning tunneling microscopy. Intrinsically we expect densities
around ρH = 10
−6, corresponding to an adatom distance of 200nm. Still, directly at
the resonance energy the expected spin relaxation time is O(1ps), off resonance we
obtain an extrapolated spin relaxation time of O(100ns).
The spin relaxation time induced by hydrogen adatoms exhibits a strong energy
dependence which manifests in a spread over 5 orders of magnitude. This is an obstacle
for holding hydrogen adatoms liable for the large spin relaxation rates experiments
observe.
In a similar fashion, other resonant scatterers can significantly contribute to spin
flip. We also performed calculations for fluorine adatoms with additional magnetic
moments. Spin relaxation length was larger than for comparable hydrogen concentra-
tions, but at fluorine densities of ρF = 10
−5, it was not more than a few micrometers.
Moreover, the energy range used for the calculation of LS was much larger than in the
hydrogen case due to the larger width of the fluorine impurity band.
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7.6. Summary
We presented and utilized an atomistic tight-binding description of graphene in the
presence of adatoms. While the model is formulated in a general manner we used pa-
rameters obtained from DFT calculations for adsorbed fluorine and hydrogen adatoms.
For these examples we carefully investigated different facets of electron transport and
extracted the influence of different tight-binding parameters and adatom distribution
on both charge and spin transport.
We find that adatoms lead to strong momentum relaxation which is not mirrored by
the simpler model description used in chapter 6 where adatoms were modeled by short-
range fluctuations of potential and spin-orbit coupling (SOC) terms. This reveals that
the previously used model underestimates momentum relaxation from adatoms and,
additionally, is not capable of reproducing the complex energy dependence we found
using the atomistic description.
The investigation of spin relaxation due to randomized SOC produced a minor im-
portance although SOC induced from adatoms locally reaches very large values. While
the effective quantities, spin relaxation time and length, do not significantly differ for
the atomistic description and the simpler model, the atomistic description allows for
an extraction of the exact energy dependence, which is more complex than stated by
Ref. [92] and found in our model calculations in section 5.2 and in chapter 6. Moreover,
in consistency with our calculations of the local density of states in hydrogenated and
fluorinated graphene, the importance of the newly considered PIA SOC could be made
out and we explained why other spin orbit coupling terms are of minor importance.
Eventually, we showed that the formation of magnetic moments leads to a huge in-
crease of the spin relaxation rate, and we pointed out how combined action of magnetic
moments and resonant scattering imply spin relaxation rates close to experimentally
found values. Fluorine and hydrogen were chosen as examples as there exist sophisti-
cated models based on detailed investigations with ab initio methods. Similar influence
on spin transport can, for instance, be expected from vacancies which are also known
to polarize graphene magnetically and, additionally, lead to the existence of a reso-
nant state. Finally, other adatoms or even molecules might adsorb to the graphene
surface and participate in spin relaxation if they create local magnetic moments. Our
study of fluorinated and, in particular, of hydrogenated graphene shows that scatter-
ing from resonant magnetic impurities should be considered the dominant source of
spin relaxation in graphene.
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Part II.
Edge Magnetism in Graphene
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8. Introduction
Understanding graphene edges is of profound interest for the investigation of the elec-
tronic properties of graphene nanostructures. There exist peculiar electronic features
which strongly depend on the orientation of the graphene edges. While ac nanorib-
bons can be either metallic or semiconducting depending on the ribbon width, zz
nanoribbons are always metallic as they induce a localized edge state at the Fermi
level [35, 119].
Over the last years the control of graphene edges in fabrication processes has been
increased [120, 121] and the controlled creation of graphene nanostructures brings us
closer to a zz based electronics where it is possible to make use of the physics of the
zz edge state. An instructive example is given in Ref. [117] where a molecular system
is put between two semi-infinite graphene sheets with atomically sharp terminations
and the respective influence of armchair and zigzag boundaries is studied.
The zz edge state was first investigated in Refs. [35, 119] in the year 1996, eight
years before the experimental observation of electronic transport in graphene [29].
As mentioned above, the zz edge state, in a spin-less model, closes the bandgap of
graphene nanoribbons induced by the size quantization. Taking into account also
the spin degree of freedom, based on the mean-field approximation of the Hubbard
model for graphene [35, 119] and the extended Hubbard model [122], the zz edges are
predicted to be magnetic at half filling, with oppositely polarized edges. Later, density
functional theory (DFT) calculations [123, 124, 125, 126], exact diagonalization and
quantum Monte Carlo simulations [127], as well as diagrammatic perturbation theory
[128], produced results affirming the zz edge magnetization. While most techniques
tend to long calculation times also effective tight-binding models have been extracted
and been used to calculate charge and spin transport in small [129] and rather large
[124] graphene nanoribbons. For a recent review see Ref. [34].
It should be mentioned that a clarifying experimental evidence of the magnetic
edge state is still missing. There have been several reports about an increased density
of states at zz edges observed in scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy
(STM/STS) measurements [130, 131, 132, 133]. Ref. [130] also reports a broadening
of the peak in the DOS near half-filling which might be attributed to a spin-split state
due to edge magnetization. The measurements, however, were not sensitive to spin
polarization.
A possible way to indirectly measure edge magnetism in zz graphene nanoribbons
is the spin conductance as suggested in Refs. [129, 134]. It was, however unclear if
these predictions were directly applicable to experiments where both edge roughness
and potential fluctuations can mask the effect of edge magnetism.
In this part of the thesis we will revisit the zz edge state focusing on its interplay with
potential disorder and edge defects. Based on model calculations within the framework
of the mean-field Hubbard model a phenomenological model will be presented allowing
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for a fast calculation of transmission and spin-transmission in large zz nanoribbons
with length up to 500nm and width up to 40nm. The phenomenological model includes
local magnetic clusters in regions of charge neutrality close to zz edges.
Different relative orientations of the magnetic clusters are taken into account when
calculating the transport properties of the considered systems. The results are evalu-
ated statistically and compared to predictions from DMPK equations [135, 136]. We
found a universal scaling of spin transmission TS and its variance Var(TS) in the lo-
calized transport regime. Moreover a controllable spin conductance is predicted. This
work has been published as Ref. [118].
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So far, in this work a single-electron Hamiltonian has been used to describe electronic
properties of graphene. Under the assumption of a negligible influence of electron-
electron interactions and, moreover, owing to the computational complexity of a multi-
particle treatment interactions were neglected in the previous chapters. It is, however,
worth, having a closer look at charge and spin transport in graphene under the influ-
ence of electron-electron interactions to see under which circumstances the previous
assumption is valid and to propose how interactions can be measured indirectly.
9.1. Hubbard model and Hartree-Fock approximation
The Hamiltonian of N electrons, interacting via Coulomb repulsion, can be written as
a sum of single-particle Hamiltonians hi and an interaction term Vi,j ,
H =
N∑
i=1
hi(Xˆi, Pˆi) +
1
2
N∑
i,j=1
i 6=j
Vi,j(Xˆi, Pˆi; Xˆj , Pˆj), (9.1)
with the single-particle position and momentum operators Xˆi and Pˆi.
Assuming the electron-electron interaction to act only locally due to strong screening
the so called Hubbard Hamiltonian,
HHubbard =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R,R′
tσσ
′
RR′ c
†
σ,Rcσ′,R′ +
U
2
∑
R
c†↑Rc↑Rc
†
↓Rc↓R, (9.2)
can be derived (for details see Appendix B). The Hubbard model is one of the sim-
plest multi-particle Hamiltonians treating fermions and two-particle interactions be-
tween them [137]. Equation (9.2) is a strong simplification of a general two-particle
Hamiltonian and interactions are restricted to a local term. Due to Pauli exclusion
interaction only between fermions of opposite spin is considered.
The Hubbard Hamiltonian, still, is a multi-particle Hamiltonian and, hence, not
easily numerically treatable. The Hartree-Fock or mean-field approximation, Section
B.3, maps the Hubbard Hamiltonian onto an effective single-particle Hamiltonian,
H¯Hubbard =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R,R′
tσσ
′
RR′ c
†
σ,Rcσ′,R′ +
U
2
∑
R
[
〈nR,↑〉c†↓Rc↓R + 〈nR,↓〉c†↑Rc↑R
]
, (9.3)
containing the expectation values of spin-up and spin-down density 〈nR,↑〉 and 〈nR,↓〉.
In literature the Hubbard Hamiltonian is often written in terms of particle number
operators,
H¯Hubbard =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R,R′
tσσ
′
RR′ c
†
σ,Rcσ′,R′ +
U
2
∑
R
[〈nR,↑〉nR,↓ + 〈nR,↓〉nR,↑] . (9.4)
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The densities 〈nR,↑/↓〉 are not given a priori but have to be found iteratively by
performing the following calculation scheme:
1. Initial densities 〈n0R,↑/↓〉 suitable for the iteration are chosen.
2. 〈niR,↑/↓〉 is calculated from
H¯Hubbard =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R,R′
tσσ
′
RR′ c
†
σ,Rcσ′,R′ +
U
2
∑
R
[
〈ni−1R,↑〉c†↓Rc↓R + 〈ni−1R,↓〉c†↑Rc↑R
]
.
The calculation scheme can be found in Appendix B.4
3. If self-consistency is reached, i. e. the change from 〈ni−1R,↑/↓〉 to 〈niR,↑/↓〉 is suffi-
ciently small, stop the iteration, otherwise return to step 2.
The resulting Hamiltonian contains an electrostatic potential acting equivalently on
electrons of both spins,
Veff, R =
U
4
(〈nR,↑〉+ 〈nR,↓〉) , (9.5)
and an Zeeman term Heff. Zeeman = MRsz, with an effective magnetization,
MR =
U
4
(〈nR,↑〉 − 〈nR,↓〉) . (9.6)
While involving a self-consistency loop and, hence, still being rather time consuming,
this approximation is computationally preferable to the full multi-particle problem.
From H¯Hubbard it appears that two factors mainly determine the influence of the
interaction term: the interaction strength U and the local particle densities 〈nR,↑/↓〉.
The latter imply a notable effect of the interaction even for low interaction strength
U when the particle density is large. In the next chapter it will be shown that the
graphene zz edge state locally induces an interaction potential of O(10meV) even for
low U .
9.2. Searching for the magnetic edge state
In 1996, for the first time the mean-field Hubbard Hamiltonian has been used to
investigate graphene in Ref. [35]. For bulk graphene, an antiferromagnetic ordering of
the spins on the two sublattices is predicted if U > 2t.
At zz terminations and in particular in zz graphene nanoribbons, at half-filling a
notable effect occurs also for small values of U , U < 1t. This is possible as graphene
possesses a particular solution at energies close to 0 if the graphene system contains
a zz edge implying a strongly increased local density of states at the zz edge. The
corresponding states decay exponentially from the edge with a decay length γ. The
decay length γ has its minimum at k = pi/a. For that solution only the outermost
atoms are occupied. When k deviates from pi/a the decay length γ increases reaching
the extended states at the K-points. With the interactions included on the mean-field
level it turns out that these states are additionally spin-polarized with opposite signs
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for the two sublattices. Graphene nanoribbons with zz terminations, while still being
magnetically neutral, obtain oppositely magnetically polarized edges. Additionally a
gap is opened from the electron-electron interaction lifting the degeneracy of the edge
states. In Fig. 9.1 we show an example of a bandstructure of a zz edge state and the
resulting magnetization as defined in equation (9.6).
K K ′
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Figure 9.1.: Bandstructure of a graphene nanoribbon with (red) or without (black)
magnetic ordering. The magnetic ordering leads to the opening of a gap,
lifting the spin degeneracy of the edge states. The magnetic texture of
the ribbons is shown in the two sketches next to the bandstructure with
blue (red) indicating positive (negative) magnetization and circles sized
proportional to the magnetization strength.
The original calculation was carried out for ribbons 2nm wide at constant poten-
tial without edge defect. Later calculations with other mean-field techniques as the
extended Hubbard model [119] or density functional theory [123, 124, 125, 126] con-
firmed the magnetic edge state for systems of the same size. Moreover, Son et al.
[123] proposed a finite spin conduction of graphene nanoribbons at half-filling under
the influence of an transverse in-plane electric field. At edge defect rates of 6 − 12%
the finite spin conductance vanishes.
The edge state and its magnetic properties also result from calculations beyond
mean-field approximation. In small systems it has been confirmed by direct diagonal-
ization and in larger systems by quantum monte carlo simulations [127].
As the high density of states at zz edges is responsible for the magnetic order-
ing a restriction to clean zz nanoribbons is very strong, but, indeed, again using a
Hartree-Fock Hubbard Hamiltonian, it has been shown that at zz edges of graphene
nanoislands magnetic ordering happens within the mean-field Hubbard model [138].
A controversy has been introduced by Refs. [139, 140]. In both works different
types of edge passivation are compared finding more stable solutions than the mono-
hydrogenated edge, which is usually assumed in tight-binding simulations of graphene
nanostructures and which is an essential ingredient for magnetic ordering along the
edges. Other types of passivation are not magnetic and, in most cases, even do not
exhibit an edge state. Furthermore Kunstmann et al. [140] state how doping decreases
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magnetic ordering mediated by the building up of charge puddles which weaken edge
magnetism significantly.
Experimentally, scanning tunneling microscopy has been used to investigate the
graphene edges in Refs. [131, 132, 133]. These works agree on the observation of an
increased density of states on edges identified as zz edges compared to bulk graphene
or ac edges.
Magnetism has been observed in several forms. Nair et al. [141] find paramagnetism
in graphene attributing this finding mainly to adatoms and vacancies. Ramakrishna
Matte et al. [142] measure a small, but finite hysteresis in the magnetization of their
graphene flakes as a signature of ferromagnetism. They also observe signatures of
antiferromagnetism. The presence of ferromagnetic impurities is ruled out so that the
magnetic properties are assumed an intrinsic property of the graphene samples. A clear
attribution to a single source, however, is not possible. Good candidates other than
the magnetization due to electron-electron interactions are defects or non-magnetic
adatoms. Joly et al. [130] performed eletron spin resonance (ESR) measurements
on different graphene samples observing a split state in the ESR spectrum with an
intensity showing the same temperature dependence as the edge state. From that
they conclude to have found the magnetic edge state. Other sources of magnetism,
however, were not ruled out.
Apparently, a clear experimental evidence is still missing. Charge and spin transport
have been ignored so far for this purpose. An obstacle, probably, was the supposed
sensitivity of edge magnetism to potential disorder. In the remainder of this part
of the thesis we want to show that edge magnetism would be observed even in the
presence of potential fluctuations and how its signature in transport experiments could
be observed.
In order to interpret electron transport in the context of edge magnetism a profound
understanding of its mechanisms in realistic systems is essential. For this purpose a
phenomenological model based on mean-field calculations for graphene nanoribbons
shall be developed.
9.3. On the route to a phenomenological model
The starting point for the phenomenological model is the solution for graphene nano-
ribbons without any defects at half-filling. Solutions for systems 10a wide at U = 0.8t
are shown in Fig. 9.2. Figure 9.2 (a) illustrates the magnetization, equation (9.6),
across the ribbon for EF = 0t. The antiferromagnetic alignment of the two sublat-
tices is clearly visible. The absolute value of the magnetization reaches its maximum
±M0 on the outermost atoms. Plotting M0 as a function of Fermi energy EF reveals
that maximal magnetic ordering occurs when one edge state is fully occupied; See
Figs. 9.2 (b) and (c). Figures 9.2 (b) and (c) also indicate how next-nearest neighbor
coupling influences the system. As in the spinless case electron-hole symmetry is bro-
ken by coupling between next-nearest neighbors and that, accordingly, the edge state
is shifted to lower energies.
The parameters of the simulation were chosen to reproduce results from Refs. [124,
143, 144]. The best agreement to the energy dispersion shown in Ref. [124] is achieved
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Figure 9.2.: Solution of HHubbard for ribbons 10a wide for U = 0.8t. (a) Magnetiza-
tion across the ribbon for different values of the Fermi energy. The peak
value ±M0 is reached on the rightmost / leftmost atom for sublattice A
/B. The inset shows a colorplot of the magnetization in the graphene
plane at half-filling. (b) M0 as a function of Fermi energy EF for t
′ = 0
(black) and t′ = 0.067t (green). (c) Band structure of the system for
the nearest-neighbor hamiltonian (black line) and including next-nearest
neighbor hopping (green).
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Figure 9.3.: (a) Potential along a graphene zz nanoribbon containing a smooth poten-
tial step for different extensions ξ of the step. (b) Magnetization profile
along the nanoribbon as calculated from the mean field Hubbard model
including nearest neighbor coupling (NN) and next-nearest neighbor cou-
pling (NNN). The peak magnetization at the ribbon edges plotted as a
function of smearing factor ξ of the potential step without (c) and with
(d) next-nearest neighbor hopping considered.
by setting t′ = 0.08t and U = 0.8t. If not mentioned otherwise these parameters have
been used to calculate the presented results.
We now also include electrostatic potential in our system in view of considering
disorder effects on the edge magnetization. In a first step this is done by considering
potential steps and barriers. The external potential profile is given by
V (x) = V0
(
1
1 + e(x−x0)/ξ
− 0.5
)
, (9.7)
for the potential step and by
V (x) = V0
(
1
1 + e(x−x1)/ξ
− 1
1 + e(x−x2)/ξ
+ 0.5
)
, (9.8)
for the potential barrier. Here x is the longitudinal coordinate within the nanoribbon,
x0, x1 and x2 indicate the positions of the potential steps. By varying ξ the smoothness
of the junction can be controlled. The height of the potential step / barrier is given
by V0; see Fig. 9.3 (a) as well as Figs. 9.4 (a) and (b). Calculating the magnetization
from the Hubbard Hamiltonian yields a finite value at the p-n junction close to the
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zz edge. Fig. 9.3 (b) shows how 〈m〉 evolves along the ribbon. With next-nearest
neighbor coupling the maximum is reached at a different position than without which
can be understood from the calculations for the clean ribbons.
For a sharp junction, ξ ≈ a, the magnetization does not exceed a small fraction of the
bulk value, i. e. the magnetization obtained for constant potential at half-filling. While
increasing the smoothness ξ of the junction M0 increases until converging against the
bulk value at ξ ≈ 4a; see Fig. 9.3 (c) - (d).
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Figure 9.4.: Results of the self-consistent loop (Appendix B.4) for a graphene nanorib-
bon with a p-n-p junction. (a), (b) potential and (c), (d) magnetization
profile after iteration without (a),(c) and with (b),(d) next-nearest neigh-
bor hopping.
Similarly, for the slightly more complex case of a potential barrier a finite magneti-
zation builds up at the charge neutrality points at the edges.
For Fig. 9.4(a) and (c) only nearest neighbor hopping is assumed. The Fermi energy
is exactly EF = 0t, the local doping, hence, ranges from Vmin = −0.25t to Vmax = 0.25t.
Next-nearest neighbor coupling is included in the calculations for Figs. 9.4 (b) and
(d). The Fermi energy in that case is EF = −0.06t, potential ranges from Vmin =
−0.31t to Vmax = 0.19t. The magnetization reaches peak values of M0 = 0.05t.
Calculations are, then, carried out for completely disordered systems, subjected to
the formerly used disorder potential,
Vdis(x) =
N∑
i=1
Vie
− |x−xi|
2
2σ , (5.2)
composed of N Gaussian scatterers centered around positions xi, each inducing a local
potential Vi at xi decaying with a characteristic length σ.
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Figure 9.5.: Effective potential of a disordered graphene nanoribbon. (a) Absolute
value of the electrostatic potential. (b) Magnetic moments. Magnetization
is maximal where the potential |Vdis(x)| is close to 0 and vanishes above
a certain threshold.
The magnetization obtained for that case, in line with the previous calculations, is
finite at the edges where the local doping is close to charge neutrality; see Fig. 9.5 for
an example.
9.4. Using the results for transport calculations
While the mean field Hubbard Hamiltonian is computationally preferable compared to
a real multi-particle Hamiltonian, and it, moreover, allows for the treatment of large
systems it still contains the self-consistency loop. The iteration involves calculating
the system’s Green’s function Gr at several energies in the interval E ∈ [Emin, EF ] in
order to calculate the electron density at EF (see App. B.3). The calculation of the
Gr(EF ) and the scattering matrix from the converged mean-field Hamiltonian requires
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only a small fraction of the time used to calculate the Hamiltonian itself. In Ref. [124] a
constant magnetization is assumed, approximating solutions from DFT calculations,
to skip the self-consistent loop and, hence, allowing for an efficient calculation of
electron transport in large systems and for obtaining a sufficiently large amount of
data for a statistical analysis.
In Ref. [124] the assumption of a constant magnetization along the ribbon is used.
Here, we present a new model of the intrinsic magnetization of graphene in the pres-
ence of potential disorder. Owing to the potential fluctuations, instead of choosing
a constant magnetization the magnetization is assumed to be finite only near edges
with a local doping close to charge neutrality. Hence, edge atoms with a potential
such that Elow < E − V (x) < Ehigh1 are chosen as the centers of magnetic clusters
which form along the edges; See Fig. 9.6 for a demonstration. The magnetization is
n
n
n
p
x
y
n
Figure 9.6.: Formation of local zz edge magnetic moments. Whenever isopotential
lines (blue) separating n-doped from p-doped regions hit an edge, a finite
magnetization is locally assumed (red); see Ref. [118]
further assumed to decay with a distance d from the clusters’ centers as a Gaussian
exp[−(d/d0)2], where d0 is a phenomenological decay length. Within these clusters the
magnetization has an opposite sign for sublattice A and B, but the net magnetization
of a single cluster is nevertheless finite.
The complete Hamiltonian becomes
H =
∑
i,s
V (ri)c
†
i,sci,s +
∑
i,j,s
ti,jc
†
i,scj,s +
∑
i,s,s′
ξic
†
i,s(mi · σ)s,s′ci,s′ , (9.9)
where the sums run over atomic sites i, j and real spin indices s and s′. Here ti,j = t if
the atoms i and j are nearest neighbour, ti,j = t
′ if the are next-nearest neighbors and
zero otherwise. σ = (σx, σy, σz) is the vector of Pauli matrices in real spin space. ξi is
a sublattice dependent factor and takes the value +1 (−1) on sublattice A (B). The
last term in the Hamiltonian H, hence, acts like a Zeeman term with different signs
on the two sublattices. Its orientation and absolute value are position dependent,
mi =
Nc∑
l=1
M le
−
(
di,l
d0
)2
, (9.10)
i. e. to determine the magnetization at an atomic site i, its distance di,l from all the
Nc magnetic clusters l is determined.
1The choice of Elow and Ehigh depends on the other system’s parameters. Without next-nearest
neighbor coupling the energy interval is chosen symmetrically around E = 0t, the size of the
interval is of the order O(0.01t).
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Note that an individual magnetizationM l is assigned to each magnetic cluster while
the Hubbard Hamiltonian presented in the previous section would predict a uniform
magnetizationM l for all clusters. Moreover, in Eqs. (9.9) and (9.10) the magnetization
mi and also the cluster magnetization M l have been introduced as vectors. This goes
beyond the Hubbard Hamiltonian, where only a distinction between spin-up and -
down is possible, and, furthermore, it is taken into account that the single clusters
need not be correlated. For the relative alignment of the clusters several possible
cases are investigated within this thesis to compensate for the lack of a selfconsistent
determination of the magnetization.
a) b) c) d)
Figure 9.7.: Visualization of the different models used to describe the edge magneti-
zation in disordered graphene nanoribbons. (a) - (c) represent the models
corresponding to the respective labels of the descriptions in the text. The
relative alignment on the clusters indicated in (d) is obtained if edge dis-
order randomizes the magnetic moments within model (a) and (c).
(a) Fully correlated magnetic clusters. All clusters have the same magnetization
vector M l = M . This is the solution directly deduced from the results in section
9.3. If the magnetic cluster formed at an edge segment is mainly composed of atoms
of sublattice A (B) its net magnetization is pointing parallel (antiparallel) to M .
Without edge disorder this leads to lined up magnetic moments along the edges; see
Fig. 9.7 (a).
(b) Uncorrelated clusters. In a contrary situation, one could also assume totally
uncorrelated clusters. The mean-field description used to derive the antiferromagnetic
alignment of the sublattices of graphene is not able to determine a preferred axis along
which the electrons spins align. Magnetic moments at different p-n junctions need not
be aligned nor collinear. Thus, it is a natural and realistic extension of model (a) to
assign a random direction to the magnetization at each p-n junction; see Fig. 9.7 (b).
(c) Ferromagnetic alignment. This model is similar to model (a). The clusters,
however, get assigned a direction that additionally depends on the edge they are lying
on. Clusters with mainly edge atoms of sublattice A (B) point upwards (downwards)
on the left edge and downwards (upwards) on the right edge; see Fig. 9.7 (c). Formally
the Hubbard model allows for this solution as shown for clean zz nanoribbons (cf.
Fig. 4 in Ref. [144]). This phase might be triggered by applying a small magnetic field
Ref. [144].
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By introducing defects along the nanoribbon termination an edge does not consist
of only one sublattice anymore and, for models (a) and (c), also the magnetization gets
randomized. This is visualized in Fig. 9.7 (d). We find numerically that the amount
of randomization depends on the number of defects along the edges.
With the model laid out here we performed numerical transport calculations for dis-
ordered graphene nanoribbons. The calculations’ results are to subject of the following
chapter.
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10. Transport calculations
10.1. Formalism
Electron transport is calculated in linear response approach with the generalized for-
mular for the spin conductance,
Gµν = gµν0 Tr(t
†sµtsν), (10.1)
including the Pauli matrices sµ/ν in real spin space. The scattering matrix t is calcu-
lated from the system’s retarded Green’s function which, in turn, is calculated by a
recursive Green’s function method; see Chapter 2.
We are particularly interested in the charge conductance,
G00 =
e2
h
Tr(t†t), (10.2)
and the spin conductance,
Gz0 =
e
4pi
Tr(t†szt) =
e
4pi
(T↑↑ + T↑↓ − T↓↑ − T↓↓), (10.3)
or the dimensionless quantities, total transmission T = G00/ e
2
h and spin transmission
TS = G
z0/ e4pi .
We model transport through graphene nanoribbons in the presence of random long-
range disorder [Eq. (5.2)] with Vdis = 0.12t, σdis = 4a. For model (b), also the
orientation of the magnetic moments at different p-n junctions is randomized. Both
nanoribbons with smooth and rough edges were considered. Edge disorder is created
by iterating over the edge atoms and removing them with a probability of 2%. This
procedure was repeated up to ten times to increase edge disorder and to extend the
size of edge defects. The edge disorder acts as an additional source of momentum
scattering. It also randomizes the magnetic moments along an edge. Hence, model
(a) and (c) become very similar in the presence of edge disorder; see Fig. 9.7(d)
The considered ribbons are 40−50nm wide and 500nm−1µm long. For the magnetic
clusters defined in Eq. (9.10) we chose different values for the peak magnetization |Ml|
in the range [0.01t, 0.1t] and the phenomenological decay length d0 in the range [2a, 3a].
The exact choice of the magnetization parameters was only of marginal effect in all
our simulations and the results presented in this chapter are valid for all considered
values of |Ml| and d0.
The transport properties were calculated in a wide energy range. Here we shall
restrict ourselves to the vicinity of the charge neutrality point where the effect of the
edge magnetism is visible. To be more precise, the energy range of interest is defined
by the strength of the potential fluctuations. Edge magnetism influences transport
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through the nanoribbon only when the local doping of the edge atoms lies within
a certain interval around the charge neutrality point. We choose the interval to be
±0.03t around the charge neutrality point – smaller than for the model calculations
presented in chapter 9, bearing in mind the, on average, reduced magnetization at p-n
junctions. Note that the potential disorder increases the energy range, edge magnetism
can be observed within compared to the clean case.
10.2. Localized mesoscopic transport
In Fig. 10.1 the average total and spin transmission, 〈T 〉 and 〈TS〉, as well as their
fluctuations, VarT and VarTS , are plotted as functions of the Fermi energy for the
different models of edge magnetization. Averages are calculated as ensemble averages,
the variance can be understood as the size of the sample-to-sample fluctuations. Ap-
parently, the transmission is very small, 〈T 〉 < 1 for all systems. Except for model (c),
spin transmission 〈TS〉 is suppressed. For the ferromagnetically aligned ribbons the po-
sition of the peaks in the spin transmission is given by the value of the magnetization.
This will be explained later.
The variance of the spin transmission, VarTS , is proportional to the variance of
the total transmission, VarT , within the considered energy range and is always fi-
nite. While both quantities coincide for models (a) and (c), they differ for model
(b). To understand the differences in model b we have to keep in mind that the spin
creation conductance with respect to the z-axis is considered. The totally disordered
model, however, creates a finite spin conductance for every possible quantization axis
depending on the particular system. To obtain the data in Fig. 10.1 we projected to
the z-axis.
Apparently, transport takes place in the localized regime. For the given system
widths and energy the number of open channels varies between 2 and 50. The proba-
bility distribution of transmission eigenvalues in mesoscopic systems can be described
by the Dhorokov-Mello-Pereyra-Kumar (DMPK) equations [135, 136]. From random
matrix theory it follows that for localized systems, i. e. when the system length L
is larger than the localization length ξ, the transmission eigenvalues approach a log-
normal distribution in the limit L/ξ → ∞ [103]. In the case of localized mesoscopic
transport an analytical solution of the DMPK equation exists yielding the mean and
the variance of lnT [145],
−〈lnT 〉 = 1
2
Var(lnT ) = 2
L
ξ
. (10.4)
This implies that the whole dynamics is governed by the single parameter ξ/L. We,
hence, extracted ξ/L from numerically calculated transmission of a large number of
ribbons by making use of Equation (10.4). The numerical results, see the black in
lines Figs. 10.2 (a) and (b), reveal that the variance of the charge transmission for
different samples plotted as a function of the system’s normalized localization length,
ξ/L, follows a universal curve which is given by Equation (10.4). Moreover also the
spin transmission, red lines in Fig. 10.2, follows this universal behavior.
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Figure 10.1.: (a) - (d): Average value of T (black) and TS (red), different panels corre-
spond to the different models as shown in Figs. 9.7 (a) - (d), respectively.
(e) - (h): Sample to sample fluctuations of transmission T (black) and
spin transmission TS (red). For their calculation the same models as for
Figs. 9.7 (a) - (d) were chosen, respectively.
Figure 10.2.: Universal scaling of Var lnT , Var lnTS with respect to ξ/L, for (a) model
(a), collinear magnetic moments along the edges, and (b) model (b),
completely randomized magnetic moments. The insets show 〈lnTS〉 as
a function of ξ/L. Blue lines correspond to predictions from DMPK
equations.
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Figure 10.3.: Statistical analysis of the distribution of T -TS pairs as (a) obtained from
numerical calculations for an ensemble of ≈ 150000 ribbons and (b) using
a model of uncorrelated transmission function for electrons of spin-up and
spin-down electrons.
In the following we want to develop an analytic model depending only on the scaling
parameter and use it to explain how spin conductance of graphene nanoribbons might
be controllable.
10.2.1. Decomposition
Focusing on systems with local moments only along the z-axis [models (a) and (c)] we
decompose the Hamiltonian and the scattering matrix into blocks for electrons with
positive or negative spin eigenvalue. The transmission and spin transmission become
the sum and the difference, respectively, of the transmission for spin-up and -down
electrons,1
T = T↑ + T↓, (10.5)
TS = T↑ − T↓. (10.6)
The transmission probabilities of the two blocks are described by a distribution func-
tion P0(T↑, T↓), which, under the assumption of negligible correlations between the
spin-subblocks, can be factorized as P0(T↑, T↓) = P↑(T↑)P↓(T↓).
1For the sake of simplicity we use a shorter notation, replacing T↑↑ and T↓↓ by T↑ and T↓, respectively.
The spin-flip probabilities T↑↓ and T↓↑ are suppressed as the Hamiltonian contains only terms
diagonal in spin space.
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It has been shown by Brouwer and Frahm [146] that the thick wire limit of the
DMPK equations2 is equivalent to the 1D σ model and that, hence, the transmission
T˜ of such a system follows a binodal distribution
P (T˜ ) ∝ 1
T˜
√
1− T˜
. (10.7)
We can make use of Equation (10.7) at least for a qualitative understanding as it agrees
with the numerical data found for the individual spin subblocks (not shown here) and,
moreover, allows for a calculation of the expectation values of the total transmission
T and the spin transmission TS . In Fig. 10.3 we compare the probability distribution
in the T -TS plane obtained from the binodal distribution, Equation (10.7), under
the assumption of uncorrelated spin-subblocks with the one obtained from numerical
calculation. Characteristic features are present in both diagrams such as the points of
increased density at T = TS = 0 and at T = 2.0, TS = 0 as well as the lines of slope
±1 representing the case of one spin channel being transmitted while the other one is
fully localized.
After the demonstration that the individual subsystems can be treated as being
uncorrelated, we, additionally, consider them as localized electronic systems governed
by two individual scaling parameters K↑/↓ = L/ξ↑/↓ given by the inverse normalized
localization lengths. The average transmissions, hence, are given by
〈T↑/↓〉 = e−L/ξ↑/↓ , (10.8)
resulting in and average total and spin transmission, given by,
〈T 〉 = 〈T↑〉+ 〈T↓〉 = e−L/ξ↑ + e−L/ξ↓ , (10.9)
〈TS〉 = 〈T↑〉 − 〈T↓〉 = e−L/ξ↑ − e−L/ξ↓ . (10.10)
10.2.2. Average values
For further use we define
∆M =
〈
M↑ −M↓
M↑ +M↓
〉
, (10.11)
the average difference of edge atoms with positive and negative magnetization divided
by the total number of magnetized edge atoms, ranging from −1 to +1.
Moreover we assume that the scaling parameters K↑/↓ are given by a spin-indepen-
dent component L/ξ0 and a contribution linear in ∆M ,
K↑/↓ =
L
ξ0
± c∆M . (10.12)
2By thick-wire limit we refer to the limit of many open channels, N →∞, at short mean free path,
L/ltr →∞.
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We find this assumption justified by our numerical results. Higher orders of ∆M are
not needed. Inserting these scaling factors in equations (10.9) and (10.10) we find
〈T 〉 = e−L/ξ0 cosh(c∆M ), (10.13)
〈TS〉 = e−L/ξ0 sinh(c∆M ). (10.14)
Expanding for small values of c∆M shows that, to leading order in c∆M , average total
transmission is independent of the magnetization,
〈T 〉 = e−L/ξ0 +O(c2∆2M ), (10.15)
while average spin transmission linearly depends on ∆M ,
〈TS〉 = e−L/ξ0c∆M +O(c3∆3M ). (10.16)
Finite spin transmission is achieved by an average net-magnetization and can be con-
trolled by creating an excess of positive (negative) magnetic clusters.
10.3. Controllable finite spin conductance
The local Fermi level E(x) = EF − V (x) varies along the edges due to the random
disorder potential. For the Gaussian disorder with parameters we chose for the sim-
ulations, E(x) exhibits a Gaussian distribution centered around EF with a width σE
determined by the disorder peak strength Vdis. Only atoms with a local doping within
a given energy range are valid centers of magnetic clusters. The number of ML(R)
magnetized out of NL(R) atoms along the left (right) edge is given by
ML(R) = NL(R)
Emax∫
Emin
Pdoping(E)dE. (10.17)
For model (c), ferromagnetically aligned edges, an upper and a lower energy range
can be given. Edge atoms in the upper (lower) energy range constitute the centers of
positively (negatively) oriented magnetic clusters. The positions of the energy ranges
are fixed by the interaction strength in the Hubbard model. For this case, ∆M is
determined by the Fermi level and is controllable by changing the overall doping.
Peaks of the spin transmission should be given at energies corresponding to the spin-
polarized edge states. This is confirmed by numerical simulations as shown in Fig.
10.1 (c).
Model (a) deviates characteristically from this picture. For clean edges the magne-
tization of clusters at the left (right) edge are pointing upwards (downwards),
M↑/↓ = ML/R. (10.18)
An imbalance of the magnetic clusters can be created by an imbalance of the cluster
distribution along the edges. This can be accomplished by applying a transverse in-
plane electric field, which in turn can be approximated by a linear potential drop Vtilt
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between the two edges. That is why the doping distributions for left and right edge,
PL/R(E), have different expectation values,
PL/R(E) =
1√
2pi
e−[E−(EF±Vtilt/2)]
2/(2σ2E). (10.19)
We, hence, can calculate ∆M as a function of potential drop Vtilt and broadening σE .
With the correct energy dependence of L/ξ0 it is possible to calculate average total
and spin transmission of graphene zigzag nanoribbons as a function of Vtilt, σE and EF .
The numerical values imply that σE is approximately given by the disorder strength
Vdis divided by 2. The energy range of the magnetic clusters, [Elow, Ehigh], depends on
next-nearest neighbor hopping and the strength of the magnetization in the clusters.
We chose the interval as [−0.1t, 0]. The relation between EF and L/ξ0 can be taken
as an exponential,
|EF | = 0.4e−0.6L/ξ0 . (10.20)
With all these ingredients an expectation for 〈T 〉 and 〈TS〉 can be calculated as shown
in Fig. 10.4 (black solid line). For comparison, also numerical results are plotted. The
model presented here predicts the positions of the peaks in the spin transmission very
well, the size of the spin transmission agrees approximately as well. The asymmetry
is given by the different extensions of the magnetic clusters for the electron and hole
bands within the numerics. This is not included in the simple analytic model. No-
tably, the spin conductance rises to 0.15e2/h for clean edges. Edge disorder, however,
randomizes magnetic moments along the edges (see inset of Fig. 10.4) and restores the
balance of magnetic moments, leading to a suppressed spin transmission for sufficiently
large amount of edge disorder (≈ 10%).
10.4. Summary
We used the phenomenological model of edge magnetization developed in chapter 9
which has to be put in contrast to the full treatment of interaction [123, 134]. A
careful justification has been done in chapter 9. Notably, a similar approach has been
chosen in Refs. [129, 124]. In comparison to a more complex treatment, multi-particle
treatment or mean-field approximation, the model enables us to efficiently calculate
charge an spin transmission in graphene nanoribbons for a wide range of parameters.
In the calculated spin transmission, we clearly see signatures of edge magnetization
despite the presence of potential fluctuations. In particular, we found that spin conduc-
tance fluctuations follow universal predictions for localized transport from the DMPK
equations. Edge roughness, however, should not exceed 10% in order to preserve these
features. Using the DMPK equations we showed that zz edge magnetization can be
used to control spin conductance and, in turn, to polarize an originally unpolarized
current.
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Figure 10.4.: Transport through graphene nanoribbons subject to a transverse in-plane
electric field. a) Charge transmission as a function of Fermi energy for
different amounts of edge roughness. The inset shows a sketch of the
local magnetization close to an edge defect. Blue (red) circle indicate
positive (negative) magnetization, the circle diameter is proportional to
the size of the local magnetic moment. b) Spin transmission as a function
of energy at the same amounts of edge defects as in figure a). The solid
black lines are the average transmission 〈T 〉 and spin transmission 〈TS〉
calculated from Eqs. (10.15) and (10.16) with the number of magnetic
clusters determined as sketched in the text.
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11. Conclusions and perspectives
Due to its special bandstructure it is possible to approximate the electronic Hamilto-
nian of graphene within an effective description where the relevant degrees of freedom
are the electron’s momentum, its spin and the so-called pseudospin which is a remnant
of the honeycomb lattice used to describe graphene. If the real spin is decoupled from
the other degrees of freedom, the effective description resembles the Dirac equation
of massless fermions with the pseudospin assuming the role of the real spin. Conse-
quently, the real spin is conserved.
The decoupling has been justified by the vanishing nuclear spin in carbon atoms and
a negligible atomic spin-orbit interaction [65, 41, 67]. Since spin transport experiments
yielded high spin relaxation rates [76, 147] and the existence of magnetism in graphene
has been confirmed [34, 130, 141, 142], it turned out that spin cannot be neglected in
the electronic Hamiltonian of graphene.
In this thesis we investigated two different examples of how quantum transport is
influenced when considering the inclusion of spin-dependent terms in the Hamiltonian.
The first example is the investigation of spin relaxation in graphene. We highlighted
different sources and mechanisms of spin relaxation and, eventually, showed the domi-
nant role of resonant scatterers. The second example is the appearance of magnetically
polarized states at the Fermi level close to zigzag edges. We showed that it manifests
in universal spin conductance fluctuations and under which circumstances it leads to
a finite spin conductance.
11.1. Spin relaxation in graphene
The first part of this thesis is dedicated to spin relaxation in graphene. We performed
numerical simulations of spin transport in various scenarios. This was done with the
aim of understanding the nature of spin relaxation which showed a surprisingly high
rate in experiments in graphene [76, 147]
In chapter 5 we studied the Dyakonov-Perel (DP) and the Elliot-Yafet (EY) mech-
anism. In accordance with existing literature [85, 86] we found that both mechanisms
can be excluded from considerations about the dominant spin relaxation mechanism.
The resulting spin relaxation time, τS , we calculated, is several orders larger than in
all experiments.
Besides the pure number τS we found anisotropic spin relaxation which differs be-
tween DP and EY spin relaxation. The obtained ratio between out-of-plane and
in-plane spin relaxation is exactly 2 for the DP mechanism in a wide parameter range
and it is nearly unaffected from the size of the intrinsic SOC, ∆SO. This is different in
the EY scenario where in-plane spin relaxation is strongly affected from the intrinsic
SOC while out-of-plane spin relaxation is insensitive to ∆SO. Hence, besides the linear
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relation between momentum scattering time τp and the spin relaxation time τS , we
have a second tool at hand to classify spin relaxation, and we used this controllable
anisotropy in the later discussion of spin relaxation.
In chapter 6 we switched to a position dependent spin-orbit coupling which is sup-
posed to be created by covalently bound adatoms [40, 96, 95]. Such a spin-orbit
disorder acts as an additional source of spin relaxation because the amount of spin
rotation explicitly depends on the propagation path of the electron. This so-called
Sherman mechanism was, for graphene, first investigated with respect to surface rip-
ples as the cause of the position dependence of the spin-orbit interactions [87]. Later
studies, which assumed adatoms to be responsible for the position dependence of the
spin-orbit coupling, stated that this is the dominant spin relaxation mechanism in
graphene [39].
We performed a careful analysis both analytically and numerically and confirmed
that the adatom-induced Sherman mechanism can lead to very fast spin relaxation
in graphene. We also pointed out that there exists a strong resemblance to the EY
mechanism rather than to the DP mechanism and an experimental distinction would
be difficult. The obtained large spin relaxation rate requires, however, one out of
thousand carbon atoms to be involved in a covalent bond with an adatom. Without
artificial adatom deposition, a significantly lower adatom coverage is expected. We,
hence, rejected this model as an explanation for the spin transport experiments in
graphene.
In chapter 7 we replaced the simplified model of adsorbed adatoms used in chapter 6
by a more realistic extended tight-binding model following ideas laid out in Refs.
[33, 95, 42, 43]. Using this model, we calculated the (local) density of states, charge
and spin transport in hydrogenated and fluorinated graphene.
In both cases the adatoms lead to a characteristic energy dependence of the calcu-
lated quantities which is a notable difference to the simple model of spin-orbit disorder
used in chapter 6. Nevertheless, a strongly increased spin-orbit coupling is induced by
hydrogen as well as fluorine adatoms. We found, however, that, for spin relaxation,
spin-orbit coupling is of minor importance. The spin relaxation rates obtained from
the extended tight-binding model (ignoring the formation of magnetic moments) are
comparable to the ones from the simplified model and, thus, much lower than in the
experimental samples.
Eventually, in chapter 7, we also included the formation of magnetic moments
around hydrogen adatoms and thoroughly examined their effect on spin transport.
The density of states of hydrogenated graphene shows a narrow peak close to charge
neutrality which originates from the impurity state forming around the adatoms. Our
calculations show that close to this energy spin is relaxing very fast. The magnetic
moments are large enough to significantly rotate the spin while an electron stays in
an impurity state. Modifying the tight-binding parameters allowed us to confirm the
importance of the elongated lifetime of the resonant state. Moreover, we identified a
critical magnetization induced from the adatoms where a crossover to resonant spin
scattering happens. Below that value spin relaxation can be obtained from Fermi’s
Golden rule and follow a simple power law, above the threshold value the spin relax-
ation rate saturates.
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In conclusion, we substantiated that scattering from resonant magnetic impurities
is the strongest source of spin relaxation found until now and the most promising
candidate to explain why in experiments the spin signal is decaying so fast.
11.2. Zigzag edge magnetism
In the second part of the thesis we focused on the intrinsic magnetization of zigzag (zz )
edges. Close to the Fermi level zz edges are expected to be magnetically polarized
due to electron-electron interactions [35]. This phenomenon has been studied only
theoretically until now, an experimental evidence is still missing. An obstacle for the
experimental investigation can be the purity of the graphene samples both with respect
to edge defects and potential fluctuations, which has previously been required from
theoretical proposals [123, 134, 129]. In our investigations of transport in graphene
nanoribbons we found universal signatures of the spin conductance originating from
edge magnetization which is also present in disordered systems.
To this end, we dedicated chapter 9 to a thorough investigation of graphene in
the presence of electron-electron interactions in Hartree-Fock approximation. We,
additionally, included potential changes: p-n and p-n-p junctions as well as completely
randomized disorder potentials. In all cases magnetic moments are forming near zz
edges when the local doping is close to charge neutrality.
For the calculation of transport properties in chapter 10 we used a phenomenological
model based on the results of chapter 9 in which we assumed the formation of clusters
of magnetic moments wherever charge neutrality lines and zz edges coincide. The
use of the phenomenological model reduces computational costs and allowed us to
investigate transport for many parameters. To account for the shortcomings of our
model different relative orientations of the magnetic clusters were considered.
In the localized transport regime, all considered models exhibit spin conductance
fluctuations that obey universal predictions from the Dhorokov-Mello-Pereyra-Kumar
(DMPK) equations [135, 136]. We made use of the DMPK equations to predict a
finite spin conductance which results from the application of either a small magnetic
field or a transverse in-plane electric field, and we confirmed this prediction by nu-
merical calculations. Notably, edge defect rate may not exceed 10% while potential
fluctuations are actually required in our analysis.
This controllable spin conductance can be used to either switch nanoribbons from
“off” to “on” states (transistor action) or might be the basis for the all-electronic
creation of a spin-polarized current which would open the route to all-graphene-based
spintronics.
11.3. Perspectives
In this thesis we examined two conceptually different aspects of spin transport physics
in graphene and graphene nanostructures. A common conclusion is that graphene
possesses a high potential for spintronics research and applications. But the eventual
realization is accompanied by certain demands on the quality of the used graphene
samples.
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A crucial point is the purity of the graphene lattice itself. Vacancies, which induce
magnetic moments, should not be present. Similarly the edges should be sharp on
an atomic level. Moreover, a lattice of purely sp2 hybridized carbon atoms is desired
which implies the avoidance of covalently bound impurities. These are the aspects,
spin transport is most sensitive to, and we showed in this thesis that they significantly
lower spin relaxation time and, potentially, mask the effects of the zz edge magnetism.
In the last years the fabrication of graphene nanostructures with well-defined edges
made large progress [148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153]. Hence, an experimental investiga-
tion of zigzag edges in the near future seems feasible. It remains an open issue how to
control the presence of adatoms. An interesting route to isolate graphene from surface
impurities is the use of turbostratic multilayer graphene [154]. However, a combination
with an investigation of zigzag edge magnetism is not possible since nanostructuring
of turbostratic graphene would naturally result in different terminations of the single
layers.
Apart from the experimental implications from our findings, there are several closely
related issues to be examined theoretically. Concerning the influence of adatoms, it
is not yet fully understood how the size of the magnetic moments enters the spin re-
laxation length when both scattering from the adatoms and the slowly varying back-
ground disorder is involved. Moreover, the spin relaxation rate is linear in the number
of adatoms up to a concentration of 10−3. Above this value, we observed deviations
from the linear relation whose origin is not yet revealed. Eventually, adatoms in con-
fined systems can be investigated an, with the tools developed in this thesis, their
interplay with edges, in particular zigzag edges, is worth being studied.
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A. Recursive Green’s function formalism
This chapter summarizes the recursive Green’s function (RGF) method utilized in this
thesis. In this form it has been implemented by Wimmer [56, 52] relying on previous
works by MacKinnon [55].
Constructing the Green’s function. Instead of a direct calculation of the Green’s
function it is constructed slice by slice. MacKinnon used a system discretized by
square grid with parallel leads [55] and Wimmer eventually extended the algorithm to
arbitrary grids with leads not necessarily parallel by using graph theory for an optimal
partitioning of the grid [56].
The RGF method is based on a block-tridiagonalization of the Hamiltonian,
H =

. . .
Hi−1,i−1 Hi−1,i 0
Hi,i−1 Hi,i Hi,i+1
0 Hi+1,i Hi+1,i+1
. . .
 . (A.1)
The Hamiltonian consists of blocks Hj,j representing isolated slices. Blocks i and j
are connected by the hopping matrices Hi,j and Hj,i. The construction of the Green’s
function makes use of the Dyson equation
G = G0 +G0V G, (A.2)
where the role of the perturbation V is taken by the hopping matrices.
Assume that the Green’s function has been constructed up to slice i. We know the
full unperturbed retarded Green’s function Gr,i0 which contains the Green’s function
for all blocks ≤ i− 1 and the isolated block i,
Gr,i0,j,k =

Gr,ij,k ∀j, k < i,
(E −Hi,i + iη)−1 j = k = i,
0 otherwise.
(A.3)
The perturbation is given by
V =

. . .
0 Hi−1,i
Hi,i−1 0
. . .
 (A.4)
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The Dyson equation tells us
Gi+1i+1,i+1 = (E −Hi,i + iη)−1 + (E −Hi,i + iη)−1Hi+1,iGi+1i,i+1, (A.5)
Gi+1i,i+1 = G
i
i,iHi,i+1Gi+1i+1,i+1. (A.6)
From there we arrive at
Gi+1i+1,i+1 = [E −Hi,i −Hi+1,iGii,iHi,i+1]−1. (A.7)
Similarly we can calculate Gi+10,i+1 and G
i+1
i+1,0.
With this algorithm it is possible to calculate the Green’s function of an open sys-
tem starting from the surface Green’s function of one lead, G00,0 = g
r
1. The iteration
continues to the last slice N . The connection to the second lead again makes use of the
Dyson equation with the coupling between scattering region and lead as the pertur-
bation term V and the surface Green’s function of the second lead, gr2, replacing the
isolated slice. The obtained matrices can, then, be used to calculate the transmission
matrix via the Fisher-Lee relation.
The Green’s function for T(L). In the context of this manuscript we are particularly
interested in calculating the transmission as a function of system length. The RGF
method allows for an easy access to this quantity when calculating the transmission for
nanoribbons. The partitioning of nanoribbons produces slices parallel to the surface
of the leads which are formed by rectangles with a well-defined distance from the lead.
We follow the procedure outlined in the previous curse of this chapter to calculate
the Green’s function. Let the total system length be L, then we want know the
transmission at fractions {Lα} of this length. Whenever the distance Li0 between slice
i0 and the lead opening coincides with one of the desired lengths Lα we interrupt the
RGF iteration. Instead of continuing the iteration with the subsequent slice i0 + 1 we
attach the second lead by it surface Green’s function and calculate the resulting total
Green’s function to obtain transmission, T (Li0). The value is stored and, afterwards,
iteration is resumed from Gr,i0 . We repeat this procedure until all values {Lα} are
covered.
The advantage of this procedure is its increase of calculation speed. Inverting a
N × N matrix involves O(N) floating point operations. Consider systems with M
slices consisting of N lattice sites. The direct calculation of the Green’s function would
involve O[(N ×M)3] operations. The RGF algorithm reduces this number already to
M × O[N3] operations. Calculating transmissions for individual systems of different
lengths and, hence, different numbers of slices approximately scales as O[N3]∑αMα,
where Mα is the number of slices necessary to calculate the transmission at L = Lα.
So, calculating the transmission for many values Lα approximately would scale as
M2×O[N3]. With this optimized procedure calculation time is only slightly increased
with respect to the single RGF scaling, M ×O[N3].
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This chapter is intended for presenting the self-consistent algorithm for the calculation
of electron and spin density used in chapter 9. Although covered in standard textbooks
on solid state physics (e. g. [155]) we shortly repeat the derivation of the Hartree-Fock
Hubbard Hamiltonian used within the calculation scheme to fix the used notation. In
sections B.1 – B.3 we present the Hamiltonian starting from the general formulation
in Fock space, mapping it onto a localized Wannier basis and, eventually deriving
the mean-field approximation of the Hamiltonian. The calculation scheme used is
presented in section B.4.
B.1. Interacting Hamiltonian in second quantization for
uncorrelated electrons
We assume a Hamiltonian H, describing N identical fermions. The Hamiltonian con-
sists of a single-particle term H1 and a term describing two-particle interactions H2.
We write
H = H1 +H2 (B.1)
H1 =
N∑
i=1
h(xi, pi) (B.2)
H2 = 1
2
N∑
i,j=1
i 6=j
V (xi, xj , pi, pj) (B.3)
Particles, obeying the single-particle hamiltonian h, may be described by a set of
quantum numbers α, e. g. α = {k, σ} momentum and spin. We use this general form
in the following when not addressing a particular problem. So for the identity in the
subspace of the i-th particle we get Ii =
∑
α |α〉ii〈α|.
As a first approximation we neglect correlations between particles and express our
multi-particle wavefunction as a product of single-particle wavefunctions. The Slater-
determinant is a good candidate for such a wavefunction as it already incorporates
the correct particle exchange properties for fermions. With this approximation we can
express H1 and H2 with the help of the single-particle wavefunctions,
H1 =
N∑
i=1
∑
α,β
|α〉ii〈α|hi|β〉ii〈β|
=
N∑
i=1
∑
α,β
hα,β|α〉ii〈β| =
∑
α,β
hα,βc
†
αcβ.
(B.4)
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Due to orthogonality
∑N
i=1 |α〉ii〈β| removes a state |β〉 and replaces it with a state |α〉
which is the same what also the creation and annihilation operators c†αcβ do. Similarly,
we obtain for the two-particle Hamiltonian:
H2 = 1
2
N∑
i,j=1
i 6=j
∑
α,β,γ,δ
|α〉i|β〉jj〈β|i〈α|V (xi, xj , pi, pj)|γ〉j |δ〉ii〈δ|j〈γ|
=
1
2
∑
α,β,γ,δ
Vα,β,γ,δc
†
αc
†
βcγcδ.
(B.5)
B.2. Interacting Hamiltonian on a Discrete lattice
On a discrete lattice we use Wannier states for the description of the electrons. Wan-
nier states belong to an electronic band n and are localized around the position R of
a lattice point usually defined by the atoms’ positions. Together with the spin σ these
numbers form the set of quantum numbers α in the Wannier basis. Often, instead
of the atomic position R the index of the lattice site i is chosen. In the single-band
approximation the quantum number n is omitted and no excited states are taken into
account.
Write the ”default“ solid state electronic hamiltonian with Coulomb interaction in
Wannier basis:
H =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R,R′
tσ,σ
′
R,R′c
†
σ,Rcσ′,R′+
+
1
2
∑
σ1σ2σ3σ4
∑
R1R2R3R4
V σ1σ2,σ3σ4R1R2,R2R4c
†
σ1,R1
c†σ2,R2cσ3,R3cσ4,R4
(B.6)
Spin conservation is assumed for the interaction, which can formally be expressed by
V σ1σ2,σ3σ4R1R2,R2R4 = V
σ1σ2
R1R2,R2R4
δσ1σ4δσ2σ3 . This helps to carry out the σ3 and σ4 summa-
tion. After renaming σ1 and σ2 to σ and σ
′ the Hamiltonian reads:
H =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R,R′
tσ,σ
′
R,R′c
†
σ,Rcσ′,R′+
+
1
2
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R1R2R3R4
V σ,σ
′
R1R2,R2R4
c†σ,R1c
†
σ′,R2cσ′,R3cσ,R4 .
(B.7)
Under the assumption that only diagonal elements of V σ,σ
′
R1R2,R2R4
contribute to the
Hamiltonian1 the Hamiltonian can be written as
H =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R,R′
tσ,σ
′
R,R′c
†
σ,Rcσ′,R′+
+
1
2
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R
V σ,σ
′
R c
†
σ,R1
c†σ′,R2cσ′,R3cσ,R4 .
(B.8)
1diagonal in position space, i. e. only local interactions but still, possibly, between opposite spins
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Due to Pauli exclusion only electrons of opposite spin can occupy a state located at
the same lattice site within the single-band approximation. The interaction potential
further simplifies to
V σ,σ
′
R =
{
0 σ = σ′
VR σ = −σ′
. (B.9)
Since the Coulomb interaction in a constant dielectric does not depend on the posi-
tion a further simplification of the Hamiltonian is the removal of the position depen-
dence of the interaction strength VR → U . With this and fermion anti-commutation2
relations the very compact version of the interacting Hamiltonian, the Hubbard hamil-
tonian, reads:
H =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R,R′
tσ,σ
′
R,R′c
†
σ,Rcσ′,R′ + U
∑
R
c†↑,Rc↑,Rc
†
↓,Rc↓,R (B.10)
Sometimes also the extended Hubbard model is mentioned which is an extension
of the Hubbard model taking into account also nearest neighbor interactions. The
investigation of the magnetic edge of graphene zigzag nanoribbons was performed both
with the simple as well as with the extended Hubbard model. The original work on
the magnetic zigzag edge state in graphene, Ref. [35], uses the simple Hubbard model.
In 2003 the calculation was repeated within the extended Hubbard model [122]. There
it is found that the nearest neighbor interaction can turn the spin-polarized state into
a charge-polarized state when the next-nearest neighbor interaction exceeds the local
interaction strength. We stick to the simple Hubbard model for the investigation of
the spin-polarized nanoribbons which are not qualitatively changed by the extension
of the Hubbard Hamiltonian.
B.3. Hubbard model in Hartree-Fock approximation
To facilitate a numerical treatment we approximate the interacting Hamiltonian by a
single particle Hamiltonian. This can be achieved by the Hartee-Fock approximation.
We want to obtain a Hamiltonian of the form
H˜ =
∑
α,β
xα,βc
†
αcβ, (B.11)
or, written explicitly with quantum numbers used in the preceding section
H˜ =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R,R′
xσ,σ
′
R,R′c
†
σ,Rcσ′,R′ . (B.12)
There is no exact mapping, we only can approximate the effective Hamiltonian and
do this with help af minimalizing the corresponding grand-canonical potentials. The
grand-canonical potential is defined by the grand-canonical partition function as
ΦGK = −kBT lnZGK = −kBT ln Tr[e−β(H−µN)] (B.13)
2{cα, cβ} = 0 = {c†α, c†β}, {c†α, cβ} = δα,β
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with the grand-canonical partition function
Z = Tr[e−β(H−µN)] (B.14)
and the grand-canonical density operator is
ρGK =
1
ZGK
e−β(H−µN). (B.15)
Defining a functional F [ρ] := Tr[ρ(H− µN + kBT ln ρ)] it appears that
F [ρGK ] = ΦGK (B.16)
For an arbitrary density operator F [ρ] > F [ρGK ].Hence, we calculate the density
operator ρ˜ of our effective Hamiltonian H˜.
Z˜ = Tr[e−β(H˜−µN)], (B.17)
ρ˜ =
1
Z˜
e−β(H˜−µN), (B.18)
Φ˜ = −kBT ln Z˜, (B.19)
and minimize F [ρ˜] by variation of the xσ,σ′
R,R′ in order to obtain an approximation to
the original potential.
F [ρ˜] = Tr[ρ˜(H− µN + kBT ln ρ˜)] =
= Tr[ρ˜(H− µN − (H˜ − µN)− kBT ln Z˜)] =
= Tr[ρ˜(H− H˜)]− kBT ln Z˜ =
=〈H − H˜〉eff + Φ˜
(B.20)
Here 〈A〉eff = 1Z˜ Tr[e−β(H˜−µN)A] as the average with respect to the single-particle
Hamiltonian H˜. With the explicit forms of H and H˜ we obtain
F [ρ˜] =〈∑σ,σ′∑R,R′(xσ,σ′R,R′ − tσ,σ′R,R′)c†σ,Rcσ′,R′ + U∑R c†↑,Rc↑,Rc†↓,Rc↓,R〉eff + Φ˜ =
=
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R,R′
(tσ,σ
′
R,R′ − x
σ,σ′
R,R′)〈c
†
σ,Rcσ′,R′〉eff + U
∑
R
〈c†↑,Rc↑,Rc†↓,Rc↓,R〉eff + Φ˜
(B.21)
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The two-particle correlator 〈c†↑,Rc↑,Rc†↓,Rc↓,R〉eff needs to be simplified which is pos-
sible as the average is calculated with respect to a non-interacting Hamiltonian.3 We
obtain
F [ρ˜] =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R,R′
(tσ,σ
′
R,R′ − x
σ,σ′
R,R′)〈c
†
σ,Rcσ′,R′〉eff
+ U
∑
R
〈c†↑,Rc↑,R〉eff〈c†↓,Rc↓,R〉eff + Φ˜.
(B.24)
The functional F [ρ˜] is to be minimized with respect to xσ,σ′R,R′ . The minima fulfill
0 =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R,R′
∂
∂xσ,σ
′
R,R′
〈c†σ,Rcσ′,R′〉eff×
×
[
(tσ,σ
′
R,R′ − x
σ,σ′
R,R′) + U〈c
†
↓,Rc↓,R〉effδRR′δσ↑ + U〈c†↑,Rc↑,R〉effδRR′δσ↓
]
,
(B.25)
where we made use of
∂
∂xσ,σ
′
R,R′
Φ˜ =− kBT 1
Z˜
∂
∂xσ,σ
′
R,R′
Z =
1
Z˜
Tr
[
e−β(H˜−µN)c†σ,Rcσ′,R′
]
= 〈c†σ,Rcσ′,R′〉eff. (B.26)
Equation (B.25) is fulfilled when
xσ,σ
′
R,R′ =t
σ,σ′
R,R′ + U〈c
†
↓,Rc↓,R〉effδRR′δσ↑ + U〈c†↑,Rc↑,R〉effδRR′δσ↓. (B.27)
So, the Hartee-Fock approximation of the Hubbard Hamiltonian is the sum of the
non-interacting single-particle Hamiltonian and an effective interaction potential pro-
portional to the spin-up and spin-down densities, 〈n↑(↓〉 = 〈c†↑(↓),Rc↑(↓),R〉eff,
H =
∑
σ,σ′
∑
R,R′
tσ,σ
′
R,R′c
†
σ,Rcσ′,R′+
+ U
∑
R
(
〈n↑(R)〉c†↓,Rc↓,R + 〈n↓(R)〉c†↑,Rc↑,R
) (B.28)
We calculate the densities in a self-consistent way presented in the next section.
3For non-interacting systems the Hamiltonian is a sum of single-particle operators acting on orthog-
onal subspaces and thus ρ˜ can be factorized into single-particle parts. The corresponding average
becomes
〈c†αc†βcγcδ〉eff = 〈c†αcδ〉effδαδ〈c†βcγ〉effδβγ − 〈c†αcγ〉effδαγ〈c†βcδ〉effδβδ (B.22)
〈c†↑,Rc↑,Rc†↓,Rc↓,R〉eff = 〈c†↑,Rc↑,R〉eff〈c†↓,Rc↓,R〉eff (B.23)
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B.4. Calculation scheme
Electron density in equilibrium can be calculated by integrating the density of states
over all energies and weighting with the Fermi distribution,
〈n↑(r)〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(E,EF , kBT )d↑(r, E)dE, (B.29)
〈n↓(r)〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(E,EF , kBT )d↓(r, E)dE. (B.30)
At T = 0K we replace the Fermi function by the Heaviside step function and get
〈n↑(r)〉 =
∫ EF
−∞
d↑(r, E)dE, (B.31)
〈n↓(r)〉 =
∫ EF
−∞
d↓(r, E)dE. (B.32)
With these preliminaries laid out, we can explain how the iteration scheme works.
We define an initial electron distribution 〈n0↑/↓〉. To calculate 〈ni↑/↓〉 for i > 0 we follow
these steps:
1. Using the Hamiltonian (B.28) with the interaction part obtained from 〈ni−1↑/↓ 〉
we calculate an intermediate density 〈n˜i↑/↓〉 from Eqs. (B.31) and (B.32). To
deal with van-Hove singularities within the energy range [−∞, EF ] we shifted
the energy by a small imaginary number.
2. To achieve a better convergence we included damping in the iteration process
by taking a fraction Ω of the result of the last iteration step,
〈ni↑/↓(r)〉 =(1− Ω)〈n˜i↑/↓(r)〉+ Ω〈ni−1↑/↓ (r)〉. (B.33)
3. The obtained densities are checked for self-consistency by comparing to the pre-
vious iteration step. Convergence is reached when the change of both spin-up
and down density δstep↑/↓ = |〈ni↑/↓〉 − 〈ni−1↑/↓ 〉|2 is smaller than 10−5. If this is the
case, iteration ends. Otherwise we continue with the calculation of 〈ni+1↑/↓ 〉.
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C.1. Correlation function of Rashba disorder
From Ref. [40] an SO-parameter of the form,
λ(r) =
Nimp∑
i=0
λi(r −Ri) =
Nimp∑
i=0
λatSOA0e
− |r−Ri|
ξ
√
3
(
1−A20e−2
|r−Ri|
ξ
)
, (C.1)
is expected. This is similar to the Edwards model for static disorder [48, section 2.2.2]:
V (r) =
Nimp∑
i=1
v(r − ri).
The corresponding two-point correlator is
B(r − r′) = ni
∫
dr′′λi(r′′ − r)λi(r′′ − r′), (C.2)
where ni is the adatom density. The Fourier transform B(q) is the square of the
Fourier transform of the potential induced by a single impurity sitting at the origin
multiplied by the adatom density [48],
B(q) = niλ(q)
2,
λ(q) =
∫
dre−iq·rλ(r).
We calculate:
λ(q) =
∫
dre−iq·rλatSOA0e
− r
ξ
√
3(1−A20e−2
r
ξ )
In polar coordinates this can be written as
λ(q) =λatS0A0
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ
∫ ∞
0
dr
(
re−iqr cosϕe−
r
ξ
√
3(1−A20e−2
r
ξ )
)
.
The only part depending on ϕ is
I =
∫ 2pi
0
e−iqr cosϕdϕ. (C.3)
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We can find a solution for this integral [156, section 3.195],∫ pi
0
eiβ cosx cosnxdx =inpiJn(β) (C.4)
where Jn(β) is the Bessel function:
Jn(β) =
βn
2n
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k β
2k
22kk!Γ(n+ k + 1)
(C.5)
We split the integration limits at ϕ = pi and substitute the integrand ϕ in the second
summand by ϕ− pi, ∫ 2pi
0
e−iqr cosϕdϕ =
∫ pi
0
e−iqr cosϕdϕ+
∫ 2pi
pi
e−iqr cosϕdϕ
= piJ0(−qr) +
∫ pi
0
eiqr cosϕdϕ =piJ0(−qr) + piJ0(qr) = 2piJ0(qr).
For the integration we made use of equation (C.4). J0(x) is an even function of x
allowing the summation in the last step. We end up with
I =
∫ 2pi
0
e−iqr cosϕdϕ = 2piJ0(qr), (C.6)
and insert the solution of this integration in the original problem:
λ(q) =λatS0A0
∫ ∞
0
dr
(
r2piJ0(qr)e
− r
ξ
√
3(1−A20e−2
r
ξ )
)
. (C.7)
With the expression under the square root expanded as
√
1 + x =
∞∑
n=0
Cnx
n,
Cn =
(−1)n(2n!)
(1− 2n)(n!)2(4n) ,
the integral simplifies to
λ(q) =
∞∑
n=0
Cnλ
at
S0A0
√
3
∫ ∞
0
dr
(
r2piJ0(qr)e
− r
ξ (−A20)ne−2n
r
ξ
)
=
∞∑
n=0
Cn(−A20)n2piλatS0A0
√
3
∫ ∞
0
dr
(
J0(qr)re
− 2n+1
ξ
r
)
.
We can again find a solution for the integral [156, section 6.621],∫ ∞
0
e−αxJν(βx)xµ−1dx
=
(
β
2α
)ν
Γ(ν + µ)
αµΓ(ν + 1)
(
1 +
β2
α2
) 1
2
−µ
F
(
ν − µ+ 1
2
,
ν − µ
2
+ 1; ν + 1;−β
2
α2
)
, (C.8)
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where F (δ, ; γ; z) is the hypergeometric functions; in our case, we consider
α =
2n+ 1
ξ
, β =q,
ν =0, µ =2,
such that
δ =− 1
2
,  =0,
γ =1, z =−
(
qξ
2n+ 1
)2
.
As  = 0, the hypergeometric functions is 1. The prefactor further simplifies when
plugging the parameters,(
β
2α
)ν
Γ(ν + µ)
αµΓ(ν + 1)
(
1 +
β2
α2
) 1
2
−µ
=
ξ2
(1 + 2n)2
[
1 +
(
qξ
1 + 2n
)2]− 32
.
The Fourier transform of the SOC now has the form
λ(q) =
∞∑
n=0
Cn(−A20)n2piλatS0A0
√
3
ξ2
(1 + 2n)2
[
1 +
(
qξ
1 + 2n
)2]− 32
= 2piλatSOA0
√
3ξ2
∞∑
n=0
Dn(A0)[
1 + ( ξ1+2n)
2q2
] 3
2
,
with Dn(A0) = Cn · (−1)
n(A20)
n
(1 + 2n)2
=
(2n)!(A20)
n
(1− 2n)(1 + 2n)2(n!)2(4n) .
Let us have a look at the coefficient Dn(A0):
D0(A0) = 1
D1(A0) = −A
2
0
36
⇒ |D1(A0)| ≤ D0 ∀ |A0| ≤ 6
Dn(A0)
Dn−1(Ao)
=
A20
4
·
(
1− 1
n
)
·
(
1 +
2
1− 2n
)
·
(
1− 2
1 + 2n
)2
; ∀ n ≥ 2
|A
2
0
4
| < 1 ∀ |A0| < 2
1
2
≤
(
1− 1
n
)
< 1
1
3
≤
(
1 +
2
1− 2n
)
< 1
3
5
≤
(
1− 2
1 + 2n
)
< 1
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Thus, the coefficients Dn(A0) for A0 =
1
2 decay as n increases. We truncate λ(q) at
n = 1, obtaining
λ(q) = 2piλatSOA0
√
3ξ2
1
[1 + (ξq)2]
3
2
. (C.9)
And the two-point correlator in k-space is
B(q) = ni
(
2piλatSOA0
√
3ξ2
)2 1
[1 + (ξq)2]3
(C.10)
From
∫
B(q)dq/(2pi)2 = 〈λ2〉 we get
〈λ2〉 = 3pi
2
ni(λ
at
SOA0ξ)
2. (C.11)
C.2. Sherman spin relaxation rate
With B(q) we can calculate the spin relaxation rate given by equation (13) in [87]:
1
τS(k)
=
4k
pivF~2
∫ 2k
0
B(q)√
(2k)2 − q2 dq
=
32kξ2〈λ2〉
vf~2
∫ 2k
0
1
(1 + (ξq)2)3
√
(2k)2 − q2 dq
=
32kξ2〈λ2〉
vf~2
∫ 2ξk
0
1
(1 + (ξq)2)3
√
(2ξk)2 − (ξq)2 d(ξq)
=
2pikξ2〈λ2〉
vf~2
8 + 8(2ξk)2 + 3(2ξk)4
((2ξk)2 + 1)5/2
=
2pi〈λ2〉
vf~2
ξ
{
8ξk ξk  1
3
2 ξk  1
(C.12)
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